COMMUNITY SERVICES COMMITTEE
Thursday, July 21, 2011
SCRD Board Room, 1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC

AGENDA
CALL TO ORDER

9:30 am

AGENDA
1.

Adoption of the Agenda

PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
2.

Minister of Community, Sport & Cultural Development - Town for Tomorrow
Grant for Sechelt Aquatic Centre - Energy and Emissions Project

ANNEX A
pp 1

3.

Cycling Advocate Report -Shared use Lane Pavement Markings for Cyclists

ANNEX B
pp 2-18

“That the report of the Cycling Advocate dated June 23, 2011 and the attachment to the
report regarding shared use lane pavement markings for cyclists be forwarded to the July 21,
2011 Community Services meeting agenda in the morning; and that the staff who work on
the cycling and walking path function be present for that discussion.”

(referred from July 4 Transportation Committee R#10)
4.

Deer Crossing The Art Farm - Syncronicity Festival - In Kind Donation Request

REPORTS
5.
Parks Services Manager - Priority Field Upgrades

ANNEX C
pp 19-20
ANNEX D
pp 21-22

6.

Parks Services Manager - Parks Work Plan 2011

ANNEX E
pp 23-26

7.

Parks Services Manager - Parks Maintenance Capacity

ANNEX F
pp 27-31

8.

Parks Planning Coordinator - 665 Bicycle/Walking Path Work Update 2011

ANNEX G
pp 32-33

9.

Parks Planning Coordinator - Options for Structuring bicycle/Walking Path
Function 665

ANNEX H
pp 34-43

10.

Bicycle Walking Path Discussion - equity in participation

Discussion

“That discussion on equity in participation with respect to Bicycle/Walking Paths be referred
to the July Community Services Committee meeting.”

(referred from June 23 Corporate & Administrative Services Committee R#9
11.

Parks Services Manager - Gas Tax Projects

ANNEX I
pp 44-45

12.

Parks Services Manager - Parks Inventory

ANNEX J
pp 46-59

“That staff provide an updated report on the Parks inventory in each area for the July 2011
Community Services Committee meeting.

(referred from June 23 Corporate & Administrative Services Committee R#12)
13.

Parks Services Manager - Agreement Renewals Pender Harbour Ranger
Station

ANNEX K
pp 60-61
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14.

Parks Services Manager - Flume Road Provincial Park Picnic Site

ANNEX L
pp 62-65

15.

Parks & Recreation Monthly Report

ANNEX M
pp 66-79

16.

General Manager of Community Services - Town for Tomorrow Grant Sechelt
Aquatic Centre

ANNEX N
pp 80-81

17.

Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee minutes of June 21, 2011 - receipt

ANNEX O
pp 82-84

18.

Traffic Counting at Gibsons and Area Community Centre

Discussion

“That the issue of traffic counting at the Gibsons and Area Community Centre be placed on the July
21 agenda of the Community Services Committee.”

(referred from July 4 Transportation Committee R#15)
19.

Recreation Services Manager - Parks and Recreation Fees and Charges
SCRD Bylaw 599

ANNEX P
pp 85-90

20.

Pender Harbour Aquatic and Fitness Centre - Fee Bylaw Amendment

ANNEX Q
pp 91

RECESS

12:00 Noon

RECONVENE

1:30 PM

DELEGATIONS
1.

Murray Smith - Leg Hold Traps

COMMUNICATIONS
2.

Vicki Starfire, Concerned Citizens of the Sunshine Coast - Conservation
Officer/Trap Lines

ANNEX R
pp 92

3.

Minister of Community, Sport & Cultural Development - UBCM Appointments

ANNEX S
pp 93

REPORTS
4.

Chief Building Inspector & Bylaw Manager - Marihuana Medical Access
Program - Building Permits

5.

Chief Building Inspector & Bylaw Manager - Monthly Building Statistics June

ANNEX U
pp 108-112

6.

Chief Building Inspector & Bylaw Manager - Animal Control 2011 Second
Quarter Statistics

ANNEX V
pp 113-115

7.

Chief Building Inspector & Bylaw Manager - Bylaw Enforcement 2011 Second
Quarter Statistics

ANNEX W
pp 116-118

8.

Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning Committee Minutes of July 29,
2011 - receipt

ANNEX X
pp 119-121

9.

Sunshine Coast Policing Committee minutes of July 4, 2011 - receipt and
adoption of recommendations

ANNEX Y
pp 112-125

ANNEX T
pp 94-107
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10.

Planning Division - West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Bylaw 640
(Note: Copies of the OCP have been included in the Committee’s agenda
package only. Additional copies are available on the SCRD Website or from
the SCRD Planning Department)

ANNEX Z
pp 126-133

11.

Manager of Sustainable Services - Working for a Living Wage

ANNEX AA
pp 134-138

NEW BUSINESS
IN CAMERA
That the public be excluded from attendance at the meeting in accordance with Section
90(1) (g) and (k) of the Community Charter – “litigation or potential litigation affecting the
municipality” and “negotiations and related discussion respecting the proposed provision of
a municipal service...” is to be discussed.
ADJOURNMENT
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June 8,2011

Mr. Garry Nobr
and Members of the Board
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC VON 3A1

•
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Dear Chair Nobr and Board Members:
On behalf of the Province of British Columbia (Province), I am pleased to inform you that your
grant application to the Towns for Tomorrow program for the Sechelt Aquatic Centre Energy &
Emissions project has been approved in the amount of $400,000.
-

As the hub of many of this province’s resources and tourist destinations, small communities are
the backbone of British Columbia. Our Government welcomes the opportunity to support your
efforts in addressing important issues such as climate change and the overall health,
sustainability and liveability of the Sunshine Coast Regional District.
The Province is steadfast in its commitment to helping smaller communities across
British Columbia access the resources they need to be economically resilient and family friendly.

Thank you for your continued leadership to the Sunshine Coast Regional District, and
congratulations on your successful application.
Sincerely,

Ida Chong, FC
Minister

Ministry of Community, Sport
and Cultural Development

Office of the Minister

Mailing Address:
P0 Box 9056 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9E2

1

Phone: 250 387-2283
Fax:
250 387-4312

Location:
Room 323
Parliament Buildings
Victoria BC VBV 1 X4
wwwgovbc.calcscd

-
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An Overview of Shared Use Lane Pavement Markings for
Cyclists

Mitchell Jacobson, M.Sc, EIT (Boulevard Transportation Group)
Mike Skene, AScT, EngL (Boulevard Transportation Group)
Gavin Davidson (TransLink)
David Rawsthorne, P.Eng (City of Vancouver)

Paper prepared for presentation at the
Rethinking the Geometric Design of Facilities for Vulnerable Road Users Session
of the 2009 Annual Conference of the Transportation Association of Canada
Vancouver, British Columbia
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Abstract
The provision of cyclist markings on roadways is increasingly important as a means of
encouraging cycling, which can help achieve greenhouse gas emission reduction goals, improve
personal health, and alleviate traffic congestion. While reserved bicycle lanes are a common
measure, there are situations where roadway geometry and/or operations do not readily lend
themselves to bicycle lane implementation. As an alternative marking option, the shared-use
pavement marking symbol, or “sharrow” may be used, and was recently adopted by TAC for use
in Canada.
The sharrow marking consists of two chevron markings placed in front of a bicycle stencil. The
general purpose of the sharrow symbol is to indicate to cyclists the correct positioning on the
roadway, and to indicate to drivers the position where cyclists may be expected. There are three
general applications of this marking: 1) side-by-side cyclist-motorist operation, 2) single file
cyclist-motorist operation, and 3) conflict zones. An overview of the marking design will be
given, as well as an overview of the three applications in terms of marking placement, spacing,
signage considerations and the range of applicability. Finally, a review of several case studies of
actual device implementation will be presented, highlighting emergent issues with the use of this
device.
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Introduction
TAC has recently adopted the shared-use pavement marking, or “sharrow”, for use in Canada.
This cyclist marking can be a useful measure for facilitating and encouraging cyclist use on
roadways where it may not be possible to install bike lanes. The provision of cyclist markings
on roadways, including sharrow markings, is increasingly important as a means of encouraging
cycling, which can help achieve greenhouse gas emission reduction goals, improve personal
health, and alleviate traffic congestion.
This paper provides an overview of the purpose, design, and applications for the shared use lane
marking, of which there are three main applications: 1) side-by-side, 2) single file, and 3)
conflict zones. Signage that is recommended to accompany the shared use markings will also be
discussed. Following this, some case studies of actual device implementation will be discussed,
with issues that have been raised, along with potential future questions and design considerations
for the shared use lane marking.

Sharrow Origins & Background
An original version of marking for a shared use lane was outlined in the 1998 TAC Bikeway
Traffic Control Guidelines for Canada. This original version was intended for use in a wide
shared-use lane situation, to indicate a wide shared use lane where drivers and cyclists would
travel in a side-by-side manner. The design consisted simply of the bicycle stencil, with optional
text of “SHARED USE” or “SHARED LANE” placed behind the stencil. The stencil placement
was adjacent to the curb, at 200 m intervals (1).
This original formulation had drawbacks in design, application guidance, and range of
applicability. In terms of layout, no guidance was provided regarding the placement of the
stencil with respect to the curb or edge of pavement, nor in regards to lane width considerations.
Also, concerns were raised regarding the recommended stencil spacing of 200 m as potentially
being too great a distance. The optional text introduced language comprehension issues and
should both English and French versions of the optional text be used there would be text
markings clutter on the roadway.
The marking usage was also not necessarily in full agreement with emerging practice in some
American and European jurisdictions, where shared use lane markings of various designs were
being used to indicate where on the roadway a cyclist should ride and alert drivers of where
cyclists may be expected. The bicycle stencil on its own does not clearly convey this message,
nor does the added optional text.
A review of the marking design was conducted as part of the TAC Bikeway Pavement Marking
Guidelines, in order to establish the intended purpose for the marking, the marking design style,
and applications. The recommendations of this document provide some of the key
recommendations regarding design and applications for sharrow markings. As part of this
document, however, some key design considerations were identified that required additional
development, which were developed as part of the Bicycle Signage Testing Study and the Bicycle
Pavement Markings in Conflict Zones study. The results from all three of these documents are
-1-
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presented here, and are to be incorporated into the upcoming update to the TAC Bikeway Traffic
Control Guidelines for Canada document.

Sharrow Markings Overview
Purpose
The intended purpose of the marking is to indicate to both cyclists and drivers of the intended
area of bicycle travel on a roadway. The symbols raise awareness to both cyclists and motorists
of the correct positioning in the lane. This intent holds for all applications.

Stencil Design
The TAC-recommended design consists of two white chevron markings, with a stroke width of
100 mm spaced at 100 mm, placed ahead of the bicycle symbol stencil (see Figure 1) (1).
Note that, at present, no consideration exists for potentially adjusting the stencil elongation
based on roadway speed. Also note that some jurisdictions have used stencils with a thicker
stroke width.

Figure 1: Sharrow Stencil Design

Applications
There are three main applications for the sharrow design: 1) shared-use lanes side-by-side, 2)
shared use lane single file, and 3) conflict zones. The type of application dictates the placement
of the stencil on the roadway. Except where noted, the application details are listed in
accordance with the upcoming Update to the Bikeway Traffic Control Guidelines for Canada (1).

-2-
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Shared Use Side-by-Side Application
The shared use side-by-side application is intended for use on lanes which are wide enough for
side-by-side cyclist/driver operation, but not wide enough for bike lanes. These markings should
be used on roadways with posted vehicle speeds of 60 km/h or less. The volume and type of
traffic should also be taken into account. For instance, if the roadway carries transit vehicles or
trucks then at least 4.3 m width is required for side-by-side operation in accordance with already
established TAC guidelines. A width of 4.0-4.2 m is permissible if no transit vehicles or trucks
are present up to 6,000 annual average daily traffic (AADT) in the shared lane (as per the TAC
Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads) (2).
The placement on the roadway is dependent upon whether on-street parking is permitted or
prohibited. On roadways without on-street parking, the marking should be placed so that the
centre of the marking is 1.0 m (with a minimum of 0.75 m) from the edge of the bikeway or edge
of curb. On roadways with full-time on-street parking, place so that the centre of the marking is
a minimum of 3.4 m from the edge of bikeway or curb face so that the cyclist position is outside
the door zone. The door zone is considered to extend 2.9 m from the edge of bikeway or curb
face. This dimension is based on a field study done on San Francisco. Figure 2 shows the
recommended sharrow placement when no on-street parking is permitted, and Figure 3 shows the
recommended sharrow placement when full-time on-street parking is used.

Figure 2: Sharrow Placement – Side-by-Side Operation, No On-Street Parking

-3-
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Figure 3: Sharrow Placement – Side-by-Side Operation, Full-Time On-Street Parking
The recommended spacing is to place immediately after an intersection and 10 m before the
end of a block. Space longitudinally at intervals of 75 m (this spacing may be decreased as
needed to have evenly spaced markings within a block). In rural applications where
intersections are spaced over 400 m apart, wider spacing of up to 200 m is acceptable.
The recommended signage to accompany sharrow markings in side-by-side applications is
the Share the Road Sign (WC-47) and mandatory supplementary tab (WC-47S). The sign
warns drivers that there is adequate driving space for cyclists on the road and advises extra
caution to both drivers and cyclists for the upcoming section of road. The signs are shown in
Figure 4.

-4-
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Figure 4: Share the Road Sign (WC-47) and Tab (WC-47S)

Shared Use Lane Single File Application
The shared use single file application is intended for use on lanes which are too narrow for
cyclists and drivers to operate in a side-by-side manner. For single file applications, the marking
is placed in the centre of the lane if the lane is less than 4.0 m wide. Posted vehicle speed limits
should be 50 km/h or less. Vehicle volumes are also a consideration for the designer in
assessing the appropriateness of using sharrows in a single file application, however no specific
guidelines or thresholds are identified in TAC manuals at this time. This marking may also be
applied at least 30 m in advance of a roundabout, and as a temporary measure at other short
roadway sections (less than 500 m in length) where lanes are narrowed or bicycle lanes are
intermittently terminated. An example single file application is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Sharrow Placement – Single File Operation

-5-
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The recommended spacing is to place immediately after an intersection and 10 m before the
end of a block. Space longitudinally at intervals of 75 m (this spacing may be decreased as
needed to have evenly spaced markings within a block). In rural applications where
intersections are spaced over 400 m apart, wider spacing of up to 200 m is acceptable.
The Shared Use Lane Single File sign is used to warn motorists and cyclists that cyclists are
allowed full use of the lane ahead and to warn motorists that the lane is too narrow for sideby-side operation. Shared use lane markings should be used to mark the location where
cyclists should position themselves within the lane. The Single File supplementary tab sign
must be used to convey the meaning of the Shared Use Lane Single File sign. The signs are
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Shared Use Lane Single File Sign and Tab

Conflict Zones
The final application where sharrow markings may be considered for use are conflict zones.
Conflict zones are defined as areas where cyclists have the right of way but where this may not
be understood by motorists or even cyclists. An example would be at the merge or diverge point
associated with a right turn channelization island, where conflicts could occur between throughmoving cyclists and turning drivers. Other examples could be to guide cyclists through complex
intersections or left hand turns. There are three conflict zone marking options which are endorsed
by TAC: white dashed bicycle lane markings, white dashed bicycle lane markings plus bicycle
stencils, and sharrow markings carried through the conflict zone.
In areas where the practitioner deems that a bicycle route carried through a conflict zone
warrants increased visibility and/or demarcation, a succession of sharrow markings may
optionally be used if there is no requirement for lane markings. The requirement for lane
markings may vary by jurisdiction. The minimum spacing between stencils is 1.5 m, and they
may be spaced wider apart if so desired. Sharrows should be placed throughout the length of the
conflict zone. Figure 7 shows an example application of white dashed markings carried through a
conflict zone, Figure 8 shows white dashed markings plus bicycle stencils carried through a
conflict zone, and Figure 9 shows sharrows in a conflict zone.
The use of sharrow markings (or other conflict zone marking types) must only be used on lower
speed roadway (those with a posted speed limit of 70 km/h or less). This is because the high
-6-
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speed differential between cyclists and motorists on roadways with faster operating speeds
introduces a significant conflict potential and motorists do not typically expect to yield to cyclists
in these locations.

Figure 7: White Dashed Markings Carried Through a Conflict Zone

Figure 8: Dashed Markings Plus Bicycle Stencils Carried Through a Conflict Zone

-7-
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Figure 9: Example of Sharrow Markings Through a Conflict Zone

The Yield to Bicycles Sign (shown in Figure 10) may be used where motorists are required to
cross a facility used by cyclists and are required to yield to the cyclists. As this is reflective of
many conflict zone scenarios, this sign is of possible consideration in some instances (such
as the example shown in Figure 9). Note that this sign design is currently under review as
part of the update to the TAC Bikeway Traffic Control Guidelines for Canada, and may be
replaced with a more symbol based sign.

Figure 10: Yield to Bicycles Sign, as Could Optionally be Used in Some Conflict Zone
Applications

-8-
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Case Study Examples
Side-by-Side Application
West 4th St – Vancouver
Sharrow markings are currently employed in a side-by-side manner on some sections of West 4th
St in Vancouver. In the example (shown in Figure 11), sharrows are placed such that cyclists are
positioned to the left of on-street parking. The figure also shows the lane dimensions and
sharrow position.

3.3m (11ft)

6.5m (21ft)

9.8m (32ft)
2.9m (9½ft)

1.0m

2.9m (9½ft)
DOOR ZONE

3.0m (10ft)

Figure 11: Side-by-Side Sharrow Application on West 4th St, Vancouver BC
(Photo Source: Jack Becker)
An issue which has been identified is that the recommended minimum spacing of 3.4m from the
curb to the centre of the sharrow (in on-street parking applications) may be a greater distance
than is potentially necessary, which can influence the ability to provide a sufficient distance
between through motor vehicles and cyclists. An example along West 4th St is shown in Figure
12, where a pickup truck can be seen encroaching upon the stencil despite being otherwise
appropriately positioned in the drive lane, which is undesirable for a side-by-side application. (It
would be difficult for the truck to be travelling much further to the left, without unduly
encroaching upon the leftmost drive lane.)

-9-
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Figure 12: Truck Encroaching upon Sharrow in a Side-by-Side Application on West 4th
St, Vancouver BC
(Photo Source: Jack Becker)

Single File Application
Yukon St – Vancouver
An example of sharrow markings being used in a single file manner can be found along some of
Yukon St in Vancouver. In this instance, they are used in the downhill direction on along a
sloped segment. There is a bicycle lane in the uphill direction. The downhill grade allows for
higher cyclist speeds and better integration with the motor vehicle traffic stream. In the example
shown in Figure 13, the road is 12.5m wide, with 2.5m parking lanes, a 1.5m uphill bicycle lane,
and 3.0m vehicle or shared lanes.

Figure 13: Single File Sharrow Application on Yukon St, Vancouver BC

- 10 -
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Side-by-Side Application, Part Time On-Street Parking
Pender St – Vancouver
On Pender St in downtown Vancouver, there is an example of using sharrows to accommodate
part-time on-street parking. Sharrows were placed twice on the street; one set near the curb (for
non-parking hours) and one set to the left side of the curb lane (for parking periods). Figure 14
shows the configuration. (Note that this photo was taken before TAC adopted the current
chevron arrow portion of the “sharrow” stencil.)

Figure 14: Side-by-Side Application with Part Time Parking, on Pender St, Vancouver
BC

The benefit of this configuration is that it accommodates cyclists with sharrows in all time
periods and parking conditions. There is, however, the issue of multiple sharrows being visible
when no parked cars are covering the curb-side stencils. This can potentially be confusing to
cyclists and motorists alike.
The difficulty, however, is that no readily apparent alternative marking scheme is at present
accepted. For example, time text stencils could be used to match the given sharrow set with the
corresponding parking / no-parking hours, but they might be difficult to interpret and would
involve maintenance considerations.

Conclusions
Sharrow bicycle markings, which have been recently adopted by TAC, are an emerging tool for
facilitating and encouraging cyclists on roadways where it may not be possible to install bike
lanes. The provision of cyclist markings on roadways, including sharrow markings, is
increasingly common in many jurisdictions across Canada. The markings, which consist of a

- 11 -
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standard bicycle stencil and two chevron arrows, indicate to both cyclists and drivers of the
correct positioning of cyclists in a lane. There are three main applications for the sharrow: (1)
side-by-side cyclist-motorist operation, (2) single file cyclist-motorist operation, and (3) conflict
zones. An overview of three sharrow applications in Vancouver BC was provided (for a side-byside with full-time on street parking, single file operation, and for side-by-side with part-time onstreet parking), from which some operational observations were made.

Additional Considerations / Further Research
The following are some issues and concerns that have been raised, and may be of consideration
for future research:


Bicycle stencil elongation, as a function of roadway speed.



Bicycle stencil width (narrow vs. thicker).



Minimum sharrow placement from the curb for the full-time parking situation (currently
3.4 m is the recommended minimum, however shorter distance placement may be
feasible). The 3.4 m dimensions is based on only one field study (San Francisco).



Further consideration of establishing recommended sharrow application and/or marking
dimensioning parameters based on traffic volume, vehicle speed, and vehicle
classification.



Sharrow (or other) marking schemes for part-time parking routes (i.e. along routes where
parking is not permitted during rush hours).

- 12 -
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Deer Crossing the Art Farm
Rhoni Whyard, Festival Coordinator
604-865-1612
rhoni@rwbusinesssolutions.com
SYNCHRONICITY FESTIVAL
Please accept this in-kind donation request for the Deer Crossing the Art Farm’s annual
Synchronicity Festival on August 20 & 21, 2011.
Deer Crossing the Art Farm (Art Farm) was formed in 2008 as a non-profit Society (# S-53389)
with a vision that all people have access to the time, space, inspiration, skills and resources they
need to create positive and powerful change in their lives and communities.
Our mission is to create positive change in people and communities--through a combination of
cutting edge arts and nature-driven programming. We do this through our mandate to:
1) Produce innovative integrated art works inspired by and/or in collaboration with the natural
world,
2) Generate new ideas and solutions to social and environmental issues through dialogue,
reflection and collaboration between artists, nature-based artisans and change-making
professionals, and
3) Educate and inspire the general public by disseminating these new art works, ideas and
solutions through initiatives, workshops, residencies, festivals, tours and productions.
The Art Farm’s 2011 Synchronicity Festival is a collaborative event in partnership with Sunshine
Coast Tourism and VOICE (an emerging non-profit devoted to attracting, retaining and engaging
the younger generations on the Coast).
Building on the momentum from the Art Farm’s 2010 Synchronicity Festival along with the
Sunshine Coast Art Crawl last October and the VOICE initiative over the past year, the 2011
Synchronicity Festival will bring together farmers, chefs, artists, artisans, change-makers and
social entrepreneurs. This festival will take place in Shirley Macey Park for a two-day carnival-like
event featuring live music, an outdoor circus, an artisan and farmers market, a children’s tent, and
information booths for innovative organizations and businesses. The festival is intended to display
the diversity of progressive and innovative people that live and work among us, offering them an
opportunity to cross-pollinate their networks, and provide locals and tourists with a fresh new look
at the Sunshine Coast as a whole. The festival will also help fill the gap left by the potential loss of
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three major festivals in the Gibsons and area region (Fibre Arts Festival, Salmon Festival and the
New Moon Festival).
Our key objectives are to:
1. Increase attendance from 400 to 1000 over two-days.
2. Generate revenue from event activities; vendor table rentals, circus admission, etc. to help
cover expenses.
3. Increase visitation to the Coast and its small businesses that are reliant on summer
tourism.
Besides the direct positive economic, social and environmental impacts from this event, secondary
impacts will include: community building and celebration, exposure of Shirely Macey Park and its
facilities to a wider public, and opportunities for local innovators and artists to collaborate in the
future.
So far, this festival has generated a tremendous groundswell of support in the local community.
While budgets are tight for everyone, businesses, community members and local government (the
SCRD very much included!) have shown their support in whatever way they can. We cannot
overstate how encouraging this is for our team.
Nevertheless, we find ourselves – as most young festivals do – falling short of our sponsorship
goals. As a creativity-driven organization, we are finding endless ways to stretch our budget but
we could use as many of these actual dollars as we can. While we are charging a modest fee for
entrance to our “Rainforest Circus” for anyone 12 years and older, all other festival events are free.
We will be generating other revenue from beer and wine sales, booth fees and merchandise, but
this revenue will only cover a small portion of the costs of putting on the event. This is something
we are prepared for – typically, young festivals run at a deficit and make up the difference through
fundraising the rest of the year. The bigger the splash a festival makes in its first few years the
easier it is to generate the necessary funds from sponsorship and festival sales over the long term.
We see this as the launch of an exciting annual festival in the stunning Shirley Macey Park that has
the potential to put the Sunshine Coast on the map for people all over North America.
We are asking the Sunshine Coast Regional District Community Services Committee to
waive our rental fees for Eric Cardinal Hall to help offset the cost of our event signage and
marketing initiatives on and off Coast.
Your in-kind contribution would help us to reach budgetary goals. It will also help us create an
event that makes us all proud we live in such a vibrant, diverse and innovative community.
If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me directly at 604-865-1612 or by email at
rhoni@rwbusinesssolutions.com.
Cheers,
Rhoni Whyard
Event Coordinator
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 12th, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (July 21st, 2011)

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

UPDATE ON PRIORITY FIELD UPGRADES

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board receives for
information the staff report entitled Update on Priority Field Upgrades.

BACKGROUND
During the June 23rd, 2011 Board meeting the following recommendation was adopted;
Recommendation No. 5 Trails
THAT staff prepare a report on trails, including: potential projects; Soames Hill access;
maintenance capacity; status report on work plan for 2011; and, remaining funds
allocated for priority field upgrades and maintenance.
DISCUSSION
Remaining funds allocated for priority field upgrades and maintenance
From the Parks Master Plan Borrowed Funds there remains $18,490 from the “PMP Upgrade
Priority Field allocation.” That item originally started with $150,000- $100,000 went to the
Pender Harbour Lions Field, $31,510 went to drainage projects at Shirley Macey Park Field.
The remaining funds ($18,490) are to be used to continue drainage works on the Shirley Macey
Park Field.
On March 10, 2011 the SCRD board approved the allocation of the “unallocated funds
remaining from PMP Borrowing” which will also see an additional $35,000 to be spent towards
drainage issues at Shirley Macey Park (total $53,490).
A report entitled “Update on Shirley Macey Field Drainage” was presented on February 24,
2011. That report provided a timeline of actions dating back to construction in 2000, description
of work performed in previous expenditures and estimate to complete the remaining area. The
estimate was made using local sand and staff is not entirely convinced this will be ultimate
solution for the drainage problems.
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Report to Community Services Committee
Priority Field Upgrades

Page 2

In May 25, 2007, R.F. Binnie provided recommendations to fully remedy the field at a cost of
$110,000- $540,000.
The 2011 Work Plan includes using $53,490 plus staff time to improve the Shirley Macey Park
Drainage. Staff has been discussing options for this work and could plan to select a test area
for treatment using local sand or test a new technology called “sand banding”. It is unclear the
total cost of getting the sand banding equipment to the Sunshine Coast however staff are
looking into it as an option.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 12, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (July 21, 2011)

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

UPDATE ON WORK PLAN 2011 -Parks Division

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board receives for
information the staff report entitled Update on Work Plan 2011 and Maintenance CapacityParks Division.

BACKGROUND
During the June 23, 2011 regular meeting of the Board the following recommendation was
adopted;
Recommendation No. 5 Trails
THAT staff prepare a report on trails, including: potential projects; Soames Hill
access; maintenance capacity; status report on work plan for 2011; and,
remaining funds allocated for priority field upgrades and maintenance.
DISCUSSION
Status Report on Work Plan for 2011
A report was presented at the March 17th Community Services Committee with a proposed work
plan for 2011 for the Parks Planning Coordinators. Since that time progress has been made on
some items and other items that have been added.
$7,000 Chaster Patio Canopy & $4,500 Chaster House John Miller
Access Ramp

Complete

$ 2,000 Cliff Gilker 3rd party fee for covenant &
$1,500 Cliff Gilker Legal Fees
Shirley Macey Field Drainage -$35,000
$ 4,000 Dan Bosch - Swimmer Safety
$4,506 Connor Park Landscape completion

In progress
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John
Complete
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Cemetery Plan
Fields- Joint Use
Contact with MIA- Risk issues
Service Level work
On-going Directives log clean up
Website
ADDED SINCE
Park, Trail, Beach access inventory
Coopers Lagoon- community work party, consultations
Roberts Creek Community Use Room negotiations
Roberts Creek Community Gardeninvestigation/negotiations
Sarah Wray Hall/Irvine’s Landing – Lease/Gas Tax
spending
Grantham’s Landing Crown Land/Park
Potential- meeting with SIB re: trails
Flume Road Discussions with Province
Roberts Creek Pier Gate
Invasive Weed participation
UREP research
Potential Parks acquisition- RC pier/creek

Carleen/Geri
Carleen
Carleen
Carleen
Carleen
Geri- Cecelia

In progress
With Master Plan
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Complete

Carleen
Sheane/Carleen
Carleen
Carleen

Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

Paul F/ Carleen

Ongoing

Carleen

Ongoing

Carleen
Carleen

Complete
Estimated
Completion
August
Ongoing
Complete
Ongoing

Sheane/Sam
Carleen
Carleen

Sheane Reid
Function
650

Status

PMP trails completion

2011 only

Awaiting Director input

Developing trail standards, signage,
networks

Ongoing

Signage and standards
complete- Network plan
consulted in new builds

2011 only

Discussion started

2011 only

Related wrap- been
postponed due to staffing
requirements in other areas

Trails – Supervision and public consultation

Suncoaster Trail
Adopt a trail (4 groups 10km)
Related wrap up
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$10,000 Cliff Gilker Trails restoration
project

Ongoing

Sunshine Coast Trails Society

As required

Adopt a Trail Program

Campgrounds (Klein Lake & Katherine Lake)

Ongoing

Caretaker and Gate Issues

Not started yet

Not started discussion
required to take place, as
this will not solve all
concerns
In progress

$ 3,500 Klein Lake Swimmer Safety Docks etc

2011 only

In progress

Halls - Caretaker Agreements

Ongoing

As required

Risk Management in all Parks

Ongoing

John Miller and outside
crew
Ongoing

Specific One Time Project
$ 3,000 Sprockids signage and
maintenance
Wildfire Mitigation
$47,447 Wildfire Mitigation (24 locations
and public information)

2011 only

In process

2011 only

Complete

$3,345 Shirley Macey Park completion (final
structures in Rose Garden, interpretive signage)

2011 only

Awaiting volunteer

Parks portion of Parks and Recreation Master Plan
(i.e. inventory)

2011 - 2012

Ongoing as required

Roberts Creek Estuary Project (work done in
2012)
Administration
-Some examples: report writing, invoice coding,
directives follow-up
Connor Park 2007 Plan completion _ PMP Funds

2011- 2012

Not started

650-680665

Ongoing-As Required

Added to
work plan
Added to
work plan

On hold

Function
665

Status

Halls - Inspections

Invasive weed involvement
Sam Adams
Bike Paths Gas Tax
2010 completion
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2011 planning and completion
Active Transportation Committee
Bike Racks in Parks- Bike Shelters
Bike to work week

2011 planning ongoing
Deferred
In progress
completed

Dakota Ridge Ongoing Operations
Volunteer Coordination and recognition
event

680
Ongoing

Mountain Risk Management

Coordination complete for
Jan-April will start again in
September. Recognition
event postponed- individual
recognition provided
On-going- involvement in
BC Nordic association

Business Plan ($15,000)
$15,000 Chaster Shoreline Project
$25,000 PMP Funds

650
2011

SCRD Sustainability initiatives - SCRD Strategic
Plan- Green Team

Corporate
Ongoing

Ongoing- Bi weekly
commitment

Administration
-Some examples: report writing, invoice coding,
directives follow-up

650-680-665

Ongoing-As Required

Westminster Pine- Trail connection

Added to
work plan
Added to
work plan

Starting July 2011

Keats Island Statutory Right of Way

Consultant retained
Fall 2011

March-July 2011

Not in work plan for 2011- awaiting additional direction from Parks and Recreation Master Plan
Environmental Management Strategy Invasive Plant Council
Updating Maps
Pets in Parks
DCCs – Parks Acquisition for Planning- Guidelines
UREP Strategy
Note: The manager is carefully monitoring the work plan compared to resources available. Due
the volume of work and staff on leave or other absences some concerns exist over capacity to
do projects on time. Older capital assets (bridges, stairs etc) are creating increased
maintenance challenges. Hopefully with staff returning from holidays or other leave the pace
will pick up for projects and priorities like public consultation, trail signage, planning and field
work. Based on this experience and findings from the Parks and Recreation Master Plan work
plans will be modified in the future if resources remain constant.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 13th, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (July 21st, 2011)

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

PARKS MAINTENANCE CAPACITY

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board receives for
information the staff report entitled Parks Maintenance Capacity.

BACKGROUND
During the June 23, 2011 regular meeting of the Board, the following recommendation was
adopted;
Recommendation No. 5 Trails
THAT staff prepare a report on trails, including: potential projects; Soames Hill
access; maintenance capacity; status report on work plan for 2011; and,
remaining funds allocated for priority field upgrades and maintenance.
DISCUSSION
The Parks outside crew HR plan allocation consists of 5.5 FTE. The crew is made up of some
very long term employees, who are now entitled to a total of 153 days of vacation, this
calculates to 0.58 FTE reductions in staff time. Therefore, the parks have 4.92 FTEs in
available time. That does not include any sick leave, family responsibility or bereavement leave.
This includes the Parks Supervisor, Assistant Supervisor, 2.5 Senior Parks Workers and 1
Parks worker. These hours are then split up into the different Functions as follow:
4.92 FTE
-0.55 FTE Cemetery
-0.20 FTE Dakota Ridge
-0.45 FTE Bike/Walkways
3.72 FTE Parks
This summer saw a new approach where the Parks and Recreation Divisions attempted to work
together to mitigate seasonal layoffs of full time recreation employees. At the beginning of the
season this was working out favorably for both divisions, however, as the ice season is getting
closer staff are required back to the recreation division before the grass has stopped growing.
This poses a problem of resources in September and onwards. Although it would seem that the
Parks Division’s busiest season is the growing season, with the nature of our parks system we
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are also repairing bridges, staircases, maintaining facilities, dealing with danger trees, storm
damage, erosion, trail maintenance, etc. year round.
During 2010 staff worked with a consultant to compile Service Level Information for the Parks
Division. This information was based on what was being done in previous years with the
previous resources. Since that time staff has reviewed the work levels and have updated the
information to reflect what is currently being done in SCRD Parks. With the exception of the
feature parks and trails, service levels at most other sites have been reduced.
In light of challenges (i.e. work demands vs. resources) staff has taken the following steps to
enhance efficiency:
 Modify grass cutting schedules
 Reduction of patrols of various trails and beach access
 Utilized recreation workers to accommodate summer workload
 Closer attention to travel time related to duties- combining tasks to single visit
Regular Scheduled Work Plan Maintained by 3.72 FTE’s

SCRD Parks Work Plan Summary - Regular Tasks
Parks Area
Parks Clean Up

Tasks Include
Includes safety checks, garbage,
playground area, grass cutting

Total Number of Distance (#
of parks, halls, km or m2)
10 Playgrounds
Inspect weekly, remove garbage
2 times per week
26 Feature Parks and Trails
Inspected annually and
dependant on usage grass cutting
ranges from biweekly - weekly or
monthly during growing season

Sports Field Cutting
and Maintenance

Includes grass cutting, fertilizer, irrigation,
seeding, slicing, general repairs

Trail Pruning / Weed
Wacking

Spring and fall clean up, trail
maintenance, weed wacking + travel time

Trail Maintenance /
Safety

Walk through, removal of small debris,
minor pruning, removal of garbage. Tree
assessment, removal of hazard, damaged
or dead trees, major pruning or slashing
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Other Parks and Trails
Inspected and brushed annually.
Dependant of usage, grass
cutting could be weekly or 2 times
per year.
5 sports fields - natural turf
1 all weather - crushed gravel
Staff inspect and cut grass
weekly, fertilize every 6 weeks on
rotational basis, remove garbage
2 times per week
66 Trails - 71.6 km of trail
66 Trails - 71.6 km of trail
16.79 km of paved bike trails
Dependant on trail, generally
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of overgrowth

Beach Access Trails

Walk through, removal of small debris,
minor pruning

Campgrounds

Deliver supplies to caretakers, major
repairs, signage

Halls

Risk inspection, power washing, garbage
pickup, repairs and general maintenance,
capital improvements, fire extinguishers,
benches

inspected and brushed annually, if
garbage can present weekly
removal and more frequent
inspection. Dependant of usage,
grass cutting could be weekly or 2
x per year.
35 Beach Access Trails
Inspected twice per year,
brushing once to 3x per year.
2 Campgrounds
Maintenances required.
5 Community Halls
Visited weekly or bi-weekly
dependant on bookings and
garbage pickup. Thorough
inspections required monthly

SCRD Parks also has a variety of park assets (which are outlined in the Draft-Inventory) that are
not presently maintained.
Since changes have been made to cutting and pruning frequencies etc., there have not been
many public complaints or requests. The ones received are noted below:




Requested cutting of pathway down to the Granthams Wharf in Area F.
Requested increased cutting of Lohn/Hart Rd. Trails in Halfmoon Bay.
John Daly Park user did not like that staff only cut the entrance to the park and not the
park itself.

The following modifications are proposed to allow staff to concentrate on necessary
maintenance issues and safety related needs. Only as a last resort will parks, trails or facilities
be closed where safety issues should arise that cannot be rectified immediately.
Stop cutting
 Iris Griffith Marsh trail head
 John Daly field area- cut only trail in to creek and kiosk
 Road edges into Cliff Gilker Park
 Boulevard at Whispering First and stop weed whacking park green space and
perimeters
 Shirley Macey lower septic field and orchard area
 Sports field perimeters
 Back area green space area at Cedar Meadows Park
Changes to frequency of grass cutting
 Greaves Septic Field once every 6 weeks
 Playground and horseshoe pit areas – Bank Area
 Maryanne West septic field rotate to every 2-6 weeks
 Richmond beach access every 6 weeks
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Changes to philosophy
The Parks Division used to operate a systematic plan of preventative maintenance and upkeep
on facilities and assets. All assets were reviewed each year and estimates put in place as to
when maintenance/repairs/replacement etc., are required. Within the past three years, staff
have not been able to replace items before they fail. Two examples of this are:


Chaster House building, general maintenance “reactive” vs. “proactive”.



Rock face bridge on the north side of Soames Hill. This bridge was scheduled to be
replaced last year, however, due to lower staffing/funding resources the replacement
was postponed. So far this year, staff has had to visit the bridge three times to fix hand
rails and two different cracked boards. This bridge will be fully replaced later this
summer, however, had it been maintained last year, staff would not have had to make
the extra visits to this location.

With the decrease in staff resources, staff has been prioritizing all safety issues and fix the most
demanding items. The bridge picture below has been on the high-priority replacement list for
the past two years and was scheduled to be replaced this year. Due to other safety related
items and issues, staff have not been able to replace the bridge at the time of collapse. There is
no way to anticipate exact life of asset. The bridge pictured below is located on the B&K logging
road connecting Cliff Gilker trails. Staff is no longer able to prevent this type of collapse or
breakage but are just reacting to it as it happens.
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In conjunction with the maintenance required on existing assets within the Division, there is an
ever increasing number of assets that we maintain. Below is a list of items that are new to the
division as of this year:
Increased Assets Requiring Service in 2011
 Area A - Suncoaster Trail
 Area B - Frog Pond Lane
 Area D - Sullivan, Geddes
 Area F- Grantham’s - Shirley Macey Trail, Esperanza - Shirley Macey Trail, Po Beach
Access, Eby, Grantham’s Hall, Williamson Landing.
 8 new benches in 2011, 6 new picnic tables
 6 new nature display structures
Here are some items that came forward in the 2010 Service Level review:


Additional Assets 2005 – 2010
- 4 playgrounds
- Pender Harbour Lions Field
- Trail Development
- 60 new signs and 10 new dedication benches
- Winter Recreation Area
Dakota Ridge – 2007
- 2 additional halls
- Connor Park - 2 washroom/outbuildings
- Docks & Floats - Ramp Road, Klein Lake
- Safety handrails on bike paths/road ways - Redrooffs, Lower Road, Ocean
Beach Esplanade
- Shirley Macey Park - Water Park, Disc Golf Course, Frog Pond Viewing Deck,
Maze Garden



No casual backfill for long term staff holiday time, sick or WCB coverage.



Service levels are decreasing in areas such as maintenance of signposts, bleachers,
staircases, handrails, staining of buildings, benches, picnic tables and trail brushing.
These potentially increase liability to the SCRD as well as increase long-term
replacement costs. Small fixes that could have been performed prior to an asset failing
can go a long way to reduce costs and liability issues.



Parks outside staff goals have always been to maintain the incredible wealth of parks
assets that the SCRD currently has at a standard that residents have come to expect.
Staff is finding it hard to maintain pride in their work as there are so many competing
demands and not enough time/staff to do a good job.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 7, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee Meeting – July 21, 2011

FROM:

Sam Adams – Parks Planning Coordinator

RE:

665 (BICYCLE/WALKING PATH) WORK UPDATE REPORT 2011

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT THE Community Services Committee recommends that the SCRD Board receives
for information the staff report entitled 665 Work Update Report 2011;
AND THAT Staff be given direction on which section of Lower Rd. to construct a paved
bicycle/walking path using the $140,000.00 which was included in the 2011 budget for
Area D;
AND FURTHER that the less complicated sections of Marine Drive be constructed
commencing in 2011 up to (specify amount).

BACKGROUND
This report is to provide an update to the Board on various projects, which were approved in the
2011 budget, and to seek direction on two projects – one in Area D and one in Area F. It is
anticipated that bike path construction will begin in Fall 2011 with planning resuming in August
when staff have returned.

DISCUSSION
The following projects were approved for the 2011 Budget:
Area B
$ 115,000 (cc#926-4) was budgeted for planning and construction of a 1.5m wide bike path
running approximately 800m from Coopers Green along Redrooffs Rd. east towards Welcome
Beach. Preliminary plans have been completed and geotechnical designs are in the process of
being drawn up for this very difficult section which will require a series of retaining walls.
Area D
$ 8,000 (cc#927-7) was budgeted to complete engineered designs of Lower Rd. and ninety
percent of the plans have been completed. Staff is waiting for MoTI to complete repairs on a
culvert section prior to completing geotechnical analysis of one section of the path on the
eastern end of the Camp Byng Property. Also, there are some issues to resolve before an
agreement can be written between Scouts Canada and the SCRD. This is required in order to
cross the Byng property with a bicycle walking path.
This year $140,000 was also set aside to construct a section of bicycle/walking path on Lower
Rd. Staff are seeking further direction as to if the Area Director still wishes this construction to
move forward and clarification and which section was supposed to be constructed.
C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\665 Workplan Update.doc
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Area E
$106,415 (cc#928-3) was carried over for planning and construction of a bicycle/walking path
along Ocean Beach Esplanade. This confined road space has multiple environmental and
transportation issues to consider and requires detailed planning and pubic consultation prior to
commencing construction. It is anticipated this will happen in Fall 2011.
Area F
$20,000 was budgeted to have additional bicycle/walking path design work along Marine Dr.
between Soames Rd. and Grantham’s Landing. It is staff understands that the Area F Director
may want some construction to occur along Marine Drive this year for sections already
engineered in lieu of the planning project proposed in the 2011 budget. A budget has not been
established for a construction project this year, this would require a reallocation based on the
needs of the Director.

C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\665 Workplan Update.doc
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

June 28, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee – July 21, 2011

FROM:

Sam Adams – Parks Planning Coordinator

RE:

OPTIONS FOR STRUCTURING BICYCLE/ WALKING PATHS FUNCTION 665

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends that the SCRD Board receives
the Parks Planning Coordinators report regarding the Bicycle/Walking Path Function 665;
AND THAT the Community Service Committee recommends that the SCRD Board refers
further discussion on the roles of 650 and 665 respectively to the Parks and Recreation
Master Plan process (Option D).

BACKGROUND
At the May 26, 2011 Regular Board Meeting, the following recommendation was adopted:

Recommendation No. 8 - Cycling Walking Paths
THAT staff prepare a report on funding by function and options for
Cycling/Walking Paths for the July Community Services Committee meeting;
AND THAT the report include a list of the recommendations for Electoral Area
projects proposed and previously completed.
This report will provide background information on the Bicycle/Walking Path Function 665 then
offer options for discussion regarding the future of the function in relation to Parks Function 650.
Options for proposed projects are outlined for 2011 in the report on this agenda entitled “665Bicycle/Walking Path Work Update Report 2011”.

HISTORY
Since 1993 the Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) has been working towards
encouraging walking and cycling by planning and building safe and accessible bicycle/walking
paths throughout the Regional District.
The geography of the Sunshine Coast with its sea, inlets, and mountains made boats the most
effective method of travel well into the 20th century. Motor vehicles then took center stage for the
next 40 to 50 years. It then became apparent that local citizens and visitors needed better
opportunities to engage in active transportation.

C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\Restructuring of
665(V4).doc
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There are many reasons to increase bicycle/walking path infrastructure: reduction of
greenhouse gas on communities, money saved through reduced use of fuel, and offering
healthy choices for our communities through active transportation, which then saves on one of
government‟s single biggest reasons to tax - health care.
In November of 1993, a Bicycle/Walking Path Function was established by the SCRD.
Participating members included Areas B, D, E and F. Area A, the Sechelt Indian Government
District, Town of Gibsons and District of Sechelt chose not to enter the function. In March 1995,
a regional study was initiated to develop a bicycle/walking pathway strategy in accordance with
the intent of the funding bylaw.
In January 1996, all local governments and electoral areas participated in and helped shape the
final “Bicycle and Pedestrian Pathway Plan” regardless of whether or not they participated in the
Bicycle/Walking Path Function 665. Through a public process and with the involvement of the
Ministry of Transportation, Ministry of Forests, and others, this plan was developed and had set
the following goals:






To plan, develop and maintain a bicycle pedestrian pathway network that will promote
safe and efficient bicycle transportation while providing for pedestrian use;
To establish a “ferry to ferry” bicycle route as well as alternate pathways to link
communities and destinations;
To provide cycling oriented recreational opportunities for residents of the Sunshine
Coast and visitors;
To achieve a high standard of design and construction with the financial resources
available;
To coordinate with the work of other agencies, organizations and individuals such as the
Ministry of Transportation and Highways, Ministry of Forests (Mountain Bike Trail
coordination and connections), the Suncoast Trails Society and individual members of
the community.

[From the SCRD Bicycle and Pedestrian Pathway Plan January, 1996]
The SCRD Bicycle and Pedestrian Pathway Plan was adopted as a conceptual plan which was
to serve “as a basis for more detailed implementation strategies within the various
communities”.
The 1996 plan called for coordination with recreational trail developments which were outside
the scope of the 665 function. An example of this was the Suncoaster Trail, which was
proposed in 1994 as a „Recreational Trail‟ and which was noted as a Recreational Trail in the
SCRD Bicycle and Pedestrian Pathway Plan January 1996.
Some examples of non paved trails are on Gambier Island.
In 2006, as a direct result of the 2005 „SCRD Strategic Parks Master Plan‟, an updated Trail
Network Plan was initiated. The result was the development of the SCRD Parks Division „Trail
Network Plan‟ developed January 2007. Work on the plan took approximately one year and
involved extensive public consultations. The portion of the document which concerned
bicycle/walking paths favoured developing local connections which could in the future be linked
up to connect the string of communities along the Sunshine Coast. Otherwise, the goal of the
C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\Restructuring of
665(V4).doc
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2007 plan was similar to that of the 1996 plan. The Trail Network Plan of 2007 defined five
different types of Pathways:
1. Transportation Routes – (Shoulder Bikeways or Separated Multi-Use Pathways)
Cycling/Walking paved routes on or beside roadways, or within corridors not served by
roads, primarily used for destination oriented trips - Funding Source 665.
2. Unpaved Recreation/Transportation Routes
Off street pathways which provide non-motorized recreational opportunities as well as
provide alternative transportation corridors – Funding Source 650 and 665.
3. Beach Accesses
Provide opportunities for public access to waterfront for residente of the Sunshine Coast
Funding Source 650.
4. Potential Future Routes
Areas identified as future trails, when and if subdivision occurs;
Funding Source 650.
5. Community Recreation Routes
These routes are of interest now or of perceived future interest to the communities and
would be used for backcountry and nature hiking recreation – this type of trail
development is generally outside the scope of the SCRD.
The Trail Network Plan 2007 identified the following as important high priority
transportation routes within the participating areas:
A. Shoulder Bikeways:






Gower Point Road Secret Beach to 6th (Area E)
Lower Road (Area D)
Redrooffs Road (sections without bike infrastructure) (Area B)
Fawn Road (store) to Southwood (Area B)
Marine Drive (Area F)

B. Separated Bike Paths:
 Sunshine Coast Highway - extend separated bicycle/walking path to the
entrance of the Provincial Park, and extend path in the other direction to
Largo Road.
[Parks Division Trail Network Plan January 2007]

C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\Restructuring of
665(V4).doc
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Completed and Proposed Projects
Below is a list of projects, identified by file review, as completed through the 665 Function:
Note: In addition to the paths identified below, there has been extensive engineered planning
done for bicycle/walking paths on 4000 meters of Lower Rd. in Area D and 2000 meters on both
sides of the road on Marine Dr. in Area F.
AREA B*
Project

Length
(metres)
5986
385
6371

Redrooffs Rd. Various Sections
Westwood Rd. – Northwood to Southwood
Total:
AREA D
Project
Hwy 101 – Roberts Creek Rd. to Roberts
Creek Provincial Park
Roberts Creek Rd. – Hwy. 101 to Lower Rd.
Various pathways
Lower Rd.
Total:

Length
(metres)
2,000
2,540
(not known)
1800
>6340

AREA E
Project
Veterans / King / Fitchett / Chaster Roads
Hwy. 101 – Pratt Rd. to Lower Rd.
Hough Rd. Trail
6th/Gower/Chaster
Gower Rd
Total:

Length
(meters)
2,150
4,800
190
1050
800
8990

AREA F
Project

Length
(meters)
Marine Drive Various Sections
1253
North Rd. – Reed Rd. to Stewart Rd.
2,000
Gambier Island paths (15 projects)
(not known)
Port Mellon Hwy
225
Total:
>3478
* In general paved paths built before 2007 are not to the 1.5m width standard.
C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\Restructuring of
665(V4).doc
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Financial
Taxation did apply to the 665 Function for several years. There were matching funds from the
Province from 1997 through to 2002. In 2008, the first Gas Tax monies were spent in this
function and this trend has continued to the present.
Sunshine Coast Regional District
Bicycle & Walking Paths
Summary of Capital and Operating Expenditures
For the Years 1998 to 2010
Year
1998*
1999*
2000*
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Area B

Area D

Area E

Area F
60,187

47,714
30,450
134,313
1,094
53
1,258
1,995
31,637
30,059
61,930
175,559
10,987

124,745
138,473
106,904
5,493
3,799
19,564
7,946
6,558
905
132,218
138,820
9,468

3,389
23,677
1,323
10,294
4,509
90
103,397
43,703
16,227

527,050

431,675

469,828

6,935
2,484
4,829
26,139
11,030
4,947
8,822
36,911
18,315
10,648
191,248

Unallocated To E.A
Salaries
Other
16,995
7,445
37,618
7,589
18,215
15,870
10,732
10,909
85,238 1
12,612
10,184
34,695
6,177
51,417
9,608
71,817
19,147
52,604
36,169 2
61,005
7,775
71,776
14,736
84,230
17,429
481,970

290,023

Total
77,182
217,522
201,663
270,303
110,952
76,463
74,047
86,208
142,490
156,739
384,641
444,594
148,989
2,391,793

*Note: The expenditures for these years 1998-2000 are derived from a report written in
2007 as these costs are not cost centred in the accounting
1 - This includes $80,722 in prior year deficit
2 - This includes $22,984 in prior year deficit
Discussion
For the most part, the 665 function was used to build the first type of pathway from The Trail
Network Plan of 2007 defined as:
Transportation Routes (Shoulder Bikeways or Separated Multi-Use Pathways)
C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\Restructuring of
665(V4).doc
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Cycling/Walking paved routes on or beside roadways, or within corridors not
served by roads, primarily used for destination oriented trips.
Examples of this type of path can be seen in all of the participating areas. Currently, there is
approximately 17 kilometers of paved bicycle walking paths attached to the road edge and
about 3 kilometers of separated paved bicycle walking paths. In addition, the District of Sechelt,
Town of Gibsons and MoTI have been improving their paved bicycle walking path networks (see
attached Map).
Construction Standards
Since 2007 the SCRD has been using national and provincial path design guidelines for its
bicycle/walking paths, including the Transportation Association of Canada‟s (TAC) Geometric
Design Guide for Canadian Roadways, Bikeway Traffic Control Guidelines for Canada, and
Guidelines for the Design and Application of Bicycle Pavement Markings, as well as the Ministry
or Transportation and Infrastructure (BC MoTI) Manual of Standard Traffic Signs & Pavement
Markings.
For the following reasons the guidelines sited above are altered, or potentially could be altered:


Financial Concerns – Because many of the rural roads that the SCRD builds paved
paths on were once old logging roads or wagon trails, which were constructed with little
or no care given to future transportation needs, they have an assortment of drainage,
and other structural and geotechnical historic issues, which the bike lane must
accommodate or at least account for. Two examples of this are on Lower Rd. in Roberts
Creek where the bike lane crossed a creek that would have required a very expensive
walking bridge built on the outside of it, similar to the one at Hwy 101 and Chapman
Creek. Because the building of this foot bridge would have been very expensive it was
decided to have a 10m section where the bike lane was reduced from 1.5m to about 1m
in width. Another example is located on Gower Pt. Rd. where it was decided that
because of historic drainage issues on certain driveways and road crossings that it
would be too costly and potentially expose the SCRD to potential litigation if the lanes
where built to a perfectly flat standard and thereby further involving us in the drainage;



Utilities - From time to time there is existing infrastructure which causes alteration of the
width of the lane, or to leave obstructions within the lane. An example of this are several
power poles that were left, with reflective markings, in the middle of a 1.5m wide bicycle
walking path on Lower Rd. Because of the geometry of the road many trees would have
had to be felled at considerable monetary and environmental expense in order to leave
the bicycle/walking path free of utility obstructions;



Private Property – at times the rural road system crosses private property, or the right of
way is very narrow between properties, leaving little or no shoulder room for the bicycle
walking path construction. Examples of this situation are along the future paths at
Granthams Hill on Marine Dr. and just to the West side of Camp Bying on Lower Rd.
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Maintenance
Permits received through MoTI allow for right of occupation by the SCRD along the paved
bicycle/walking paths, in the short term during construction, and in the long term for structural
maintenance on all of our bicycle/walking paths. MoTI cleans the attached trails once a year
and, while it is not clear they are obligated to, MoTI has repaved the paths along with their
regular road upgrades. An example of this would be the new pavement along Veterans Rd. in
Area E where MoTI repaved the bike lanes along with their normal rural roadway repairs.
The following are some ideas offered for discussion on future funding and scope of the
Bicycle/Walking Path Function 665:

FUNDING 665 OPTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
Financial Consideration

Comments

Option A

Include Bicycle/Walking Paths Function
665 with the Community Parks Function
650, except for those paved paths along a
paved road on the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure‟s right of
way.

Between $10,000 and $20,000
(estimated) in staff time could
possibly be shifted from the
665 function to the 650
function. This would depend on
the amount of planning and
contract supervision devoted
Community Parks Function 650 would
each year to off road paved
potentially have little problem combining
bicycle paths and the
with part, or all of, the Bicycle/Walking Path associated long term
Function 665. This follows from section two maintenance thereof. Also, one
of the bylaw 650 which states that;
issue that would require further
investigation is that the cost of
“In this bylaw “Community Parks”
Community Parks is recovered
includes any real property owned or
by “tax and land
subject to a right of occupation by
improvements” and the costs
the Sunshine Coast Regional District
associated with
for the purposes of pleasure,
Bicycle/Walking Paths by “land
recreation or community uses of the
improvements” only.
public …”.

Pros:
Simplifies the focus for
665.
May streamline budgeting
and staffing planning
Cons or Undetermined:
As both attached and
separated paved
bicycle/walking paths
serve the same purpose,
the question of why
function 665 is
fragmented should be
raised. Would adversely
impact the Islands.
Change not considered in
Parks and Recreation
Master Plan study,
therefore detached from
this overarching planning
process.
Creates budget problems
if staff salaries vary from
estimate.
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Option B
Leave the two functions as they are.

Financial Consideration

Comments

None: functions remain as
they are.

Pros:
Allows for the integration
of planning and budgeting
for Bicycle/Walking paths
under one funding source,
which is helpful during
planning and construction
of the projects.
Cons:

Option C
Move all trails, paved or otherwise,
which are not within the boundaries of
SCRD parks into the Bicycle/Walking
path function 665.

This would need further review,
but suffice it to say, a
considerable amount of
funding for staff time would
need to be moved from 650 to
665, this is used in the building
and maintenance of trails
which are currently under the
650 function.

Pros:
Clearly delineates when a
trail is built or maintained
within the Parks function
650 and when it is built
and maintained within the
Bicycle/Walking Path
function 665.
Cons:
Area A is not in the 665
function.
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Change not considered in
Parks and Recreation
Master Plan study and
therefore detached from
this overarching planning
process.
Would probably not
accurately represent the
intention of the Bicycle
Walking Path function
because many of the
paths in the 650 function
are not transportation
orientated.

Option D

Refer the concept of combing the
Bicycle/Walking Paths Function 665 with
the Community Parks Function 650, except
for those paved paths on the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure‟s right of
way and any other options to the Parks
and Recreation Master Plan Study.

Financial Consideration

Comments

None – short term

Pros:
Allows for community
input and offers a
coordinated planning
approach to carefully
review advantages and
disadvantages of this
option.
Cons:
Parks and Recreation
Master Plan may
potentially be
overburdened with too
much detail.

ANALYSIS
Option A
Include Bicycle/Walking Paths Function 665 with the Community Parks Function 650,
except for those paved paths along a paved road on the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure’s right of way.
This option allows for the function to simply engage in building paved bicycle walking paths
which are attached to edge of road. However, it would make projects complicated which
involved both attached and non attached paved bicycle paths. For example, the pending
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Roberts Creek downtown improvement project potentially has both on and off road sections
which are connected. Would adversely impact the Islands.
Option B
Leave the two functions as they are.
This option has raised questions of equity regarding Area A, eg. Suncoaster Trail.
Option C
Move all trails, paved or otherwise, which are not within the boundaries of SCRD parks
into the Bicycle/Walking path function 665.
This option would require a public process, amendment of the function for taxation levels, and
for Area A to join the 665 function. In addition not all trails within the Parks Function 650 are
suitable for bicycles and therefore this move could be counter to the intent of the 665 function to
build bicycle/walking paths.

Option D
Include the proposition of including the Bicycle/Walking Paths Function 665 with the
Community Parks Function 650, except for those paved paths on the Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure’s right of way or other options into the Parks and
Recreation Master Plan Study.
With this option, implications are explored by staff/consultant and include public input. In
addition standards can be reviewed through this process and refined to reflect the specific
needs of cyclist and pedestrians on the Sunshine Coast. Finally, further planning is required
where opportunities exist to coordinate, integrate, and enhance our active transportation
systems with our partners the District of Sechelt, the Town of Gibsons, the Sechelt Indian
Government District, and MoTI.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 12, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (July 21, 2011)

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

GAS TAX PROJECTS

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends that the SCRD Board receives
for information the staff report entitled Gas Tax Projects

BACKGROUND
During the June 23rd, 2011 Corporate Services meeting the following recommendation was
adopted;

Recommendation No. 8

Gas Tax

The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that the Accounting
Technician’s report regarding Gas Tax Funding be received;
AND THAT Parks staff provide an update on the progress of the Roberts Creek Estuary
project;
AND FURTHER THAT staff research whether the Roberts Creek Estuary, Chaster Park
Shoreline and Chaster Creek Estuary projects fit the criteria for Gas Tax funding.
DISCUSSION
Roberts Creek Estuary Project
In the proposed work plan presented March 2011, project work was slated for 2011. A related
project (gate) has commenced.
Shoreline and Estuary Projects and Gas Tax
The main purpose of Gas Tax funds is to help local governments achieve three sustainability
outcomes: reduce greenhouse gas emissions, encourage cleaner water and cleaner air. Under
the category of “Develop/upgrade drinking water systems” there is the opportunity to
enhance/protect community green space, streams and natural corridors.
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In July of 2009, an application was completed to “Ecologically Restore Aquatic Habitat in
Chaster Creek”. The 3 projects noted do not qualify for Gas Tax funding.
There are Parks Master Plan funds available for the Roberts Creek Estuary and Chaster
Estuary projects. There was also a carry forward report for the Chaster Beach shoreline
mitigation work. That work is anticipated to start in the fall.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 6, 2011

TO:
FROM:

Community Services Committee (July 21, 2011)
Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

PARKS INVENTORY FOLLOW-UP

RECOMMENDATION(S):

THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board receives for
information the staff interim report entitled Parks Inventory Follow-up.

BACKGROUND

During the May 26, 2011 Regular meeting of the Board the following recommendation was
adopted:
Recommendation No. 6

Parks Inventory

THAT for purposes like the Parks and Recreation Master Plan, staff prepare a
consolidated parks inventory including the previous Master Plan data base, the
corporate inventory previously presented to the Corporate and Administrative Services
Committee, parks gained through the 5% allocation from land subdivisions, Right of Way
and Beach Access assets, Section 57 and other Crown licenses, UREPs (potential
SCAD parks), and others considered as part of the Community Parks (650) asset base;

During the June 23, 2011 Corporate Services Committee Meeting the following
recommendation was made;
Recommendation No. 12

Parks Inventory

The Corporate and Administrative Services Committee recommended that staff provide
an updated report on the Parks inventory in each area for the July2011 Community
Services Committee meeting.
DISCUSSION
th,
After the resolution was made at the February 4
2011 Special Community Services meeting,
(later adopted by the Board May 26, 2011) staff began working on a draft inventory. Staff
received copies of tables created by Finance and Planning in preparation for this document,
then spent time cross referencing the documents and compiling all applicable information
regarding each property to create one listing.
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Page 2

Parks Inventory Follow-up

To date, staff have been unable to locate additional information regarding UREPS and Section
57’s. Further, It is felt that the information received in regards to crown licenses may not be
complete and staff haven’t had the opportunity to update the Right of Way and Beach Access
information.
The above will continue to be compiled and provided to the Parks and Recreation Master Plan
consultants and Advisory Committee.
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1023

7906

A

3680_

A

A

A

A

A

3921, 3922

2792

A

7125

BCP23871
PARK

19267

024-562-165

009-883-801

014-701-111

0.3255

30.6346

4.81

109

0.51

BCP1 635
PARK

—______

3.80

007-037-694

015-866-815

—

1.6251

Park Foreshore Lease/Ruby

Park Foreshore Lease/Ruby

Foreshore Lease
Park Foreshore Lease/Ruby

BAKER RD

THORNBROUGH CHAN
STRAIT OF GEORGIA

STRAIT OF GEORGIA
STRAIT OF GEORGIA
AGAMEMNON CHANNEL

Street name

Mixal Creek Park

Katherine Lake Park-Folio for
Manufactured Home
Maderia Park Ranger Station
4 buildings

Katherine Lake Park- Foreshore Lease

Katherine Lake Park! Campgrounds

GARDEN BAY RD

12952

4955

27-Jun-99

I 1-Feb-88

31 -Dec-89

31-Dec-89

Foreshore-Public Boat Launch
White Islets-Foreshore

Foreshore-Public Boat Launch

Foreshore-Land underwater
Ruby Lake Ucence-Jun3/00-Jun3/1 0 (expired)
appliedfornewlicenseinspring

Foreshore-Land under water

157,000

-

*

Foreshore/ No records for foreshore lease
Folio for Building at Katherine Lake- probably
included in above record
To Clarify what function owns land
75,000 Prov of BC;Crown Grant; FMVIn 1988 $75k.
-

600K includes folio 746061 19.000;001&003. Best
estimate based on info. Bldgs discounted;
619,500 immaterial

72,631

Marsh park land; Land value based on historical
10,000 sales data

21,879

-

-

-

-

-

-

Foreshore
Foreshore
Foreshore;Unknown
Foreshore-Public Boat Launch

Notes

632,100 Purchased;Borrowed $282k Bylaw#444.
Donation from Estate of Violet Tyner; 2002 FMV
112,300 $1 1Z300
Lease expires August 2/09
Could be District Lot 6076- may be expired

-

-

-

-

-

Value

‘Assessed Value of Park Property=(Assessed value of parent parcel / # ha) size of parkiand (ha)

SAKINAW LAKE

MADEIRA PARK RD

GARDEN BAY RD

KATHERINE LAKE

31-Dec-89

19-May-06

John Enevoidson for BGD Holdings
Between Mixal Park Rd and Ridge Drive
Rd

16-Oct-02

29-May-73

29-May-73

29-May-73

29-May-73

2-Aug-99

24-Dec-02

30-Sep-97

29-Apr-05

23-Feb-09

Date

1-Mar-82

4955

RUBY LAKE

RUBYLAKE

RUBY LAKE

RUBY LAKE

BARGAIN BAY

12606 BARGAIN HARBOUR RD

Street
number

Gordon for McQuarrie Lot 7, BCP 1635
Off Francis Pen Rd; adjacent to Francis
Pen
John Daly Nature Reseive
Garden Bay Rd- grassy meadow,
salmon wintering pond

Fielding P.H. Landing

Dan Bosch Park Foreshore Lease/Ruby
Lake Boat Launch/Swimming beach,
trail

Bargin Bay
Dan Bosch
Lake
Dan Bosch
Lake
Dan Bosch
Lake

Baker Beach- trail and small swimming
beach
Bargain Harbour Boat Launch! Beach
Access

Foreshore Lease- Thombrough Channel
White Islets- Foreshore

Foreshore
Foreshore Lease
Foreshore Lease
Foreshore Lease- Agamemnon

Size (Area Applicants Name! Legal Description
ha)

PARK

1 397A, 1543 & BCP33394,

2951

A

-

015-866-807

3986

3987

015-866-793

011-183-519

3985

5388

1392

009-506-519

015-866-785

9760

1391

pid

3984

5430 RP

19329

Plan
Number

6754

District Lot

Park INVENTORY

A

A
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016-452-054
027-305-589

009-254-412

007-369-107

22985
8CP33394

6879

16727

7827

6108

2011
2951

1025

1425

A

A
A

A

A
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10332

1392

A

A

BCP15556
PARK

3923

—______

A

A

A

A

009-414-711

008-132-94 1

8CP1635

2792

A

023-595-221

BCP1 5556

3923

A

—

BCP33394

1 397A,1 543 &
2951

A

A

8CP23871

024-589-837

3680

.

pid

024-562-131

Plan
Number

3681

. .
District Lot

3921,3922

A

A

Elect
oral
Area

Park INVENTORY
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-

1.1070

1.58

5.5017

RUBY LAKE

Ruby Lake Foreshore- Boat Launch

Tyner Park
Public Access license- Oyster Bay
Undeveloped green space

Sunshine Coast Engineering for Daniel
Pt. Projects, DL 3923, except portions
included in Parcel A (Ref Plan 1655)
and Plans 18551, 19916, 19961, 21258,
LMP31124, LMP31125 and LMP41658.

Shady Lane/Mixal Rd Park

24-Dec-02

-

Lease

Donation from Estate of Violet Tyner-2002 FMV
83,500 $83,500.

-

*Assessed Value of Park Property=(Assessed value of parent parcel / # ha) size of parkland (ha)

13344 OYSTER BAY RD

BARGAIN HARBOUR RD

Nelson Island

12611

1 5-Aug-77

Block F, Garden Bay Road,
VON 1 SO

Regional Park
Roberts Homesite Regional Park/Nelson
Is.

27-Jun-99

22-Jul-09

PENDER LANDING RD

Donation:Purchased by SCRD;reimbursed by
87,538 MOTI (Ministry of Transportation & Infrastructure)
FMV acquired by using 1980 purchase of 95% of
35,000 original lot by BC hydro for $700K
Foreshore-Public Boat Launch! No Records on
forshore leases
Assumed to have acquired same dates as
Mixal/Sakinaw Properties. FMV per acre from folio
5,500 74606120.200

2 parcels;1 987 parcel-Crown grant; FMV used to
25,000 determine cost;1 990 parcel purchased for $25k.
375,000 See Notes on folio per Dave C.

Pender Hill Park (2 parcels?)
Pender Landing Rd. Park

1 9-Sep-90
6-Nov-07

Missed 2009 TCA inventory listing;set up in 11’s
only since rec’d crown grant in 1996. Land is
1,500,000 leased to the PH Golf Club Society on a 5 yr term.

43,000 Amount from 2000 BC Assessment Roll
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq
mtrs of adjacent Mixal Lake Parcel 2006
72,631 assessed value.
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $Isq
mtrs of nearby Pender Hill Park Parcel 2007
assessed value. (Large increase in value
241,300 compared to 2005)
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq
mtrs of nearby Pender Hill Park Parcel using 2005
59,882 assessed value.
Park Dedication from Subdivison;Based on $/sq
mtrs of adjoining Francis Point Parcel using 2002
21,879 assessed value.

25,000 FMV used from folio 746 05306.020

Coastview Drive

4331

Notes

4 parcels; 2 were crown grants; other 2
undetemiined;1 999 FMV used to determine cost.
461,000 Amount from 2000 assessment roll was $666,500

VaJue

21-May-87

Sunshine Coast Hwy

16-Oct-02

Park Ded. From Sub.;Off Francis
Peninsula Rd; adjacent to Francis Point

0.51

13823

20-Jan-05

Park Ded from Sub;Off Packalen
Blvd;near Daniel Point

1.58

Pender Harbour Golf Course
Pender Hill Park
1.5km hiking trail

6-Nov-07

4.81

Park Ded from Sub;Between Pender
Landing Rd & Hotel Lake Rd

1 6-Sep-99

MIXAL LAKE

3.8

27-Jul-99

Date

MIXAL LAKE

Street name

1 9-May-06

.

Mixal Lake Park
Mixal Park Area- Small Lake between
Katherine Lake & Mixal Lake

.

Park Ded from Sub;Between Mixal Park
Rd & Ridge Drive

0.5627

10.5380
1.1628

.

Size (Area Applicants Name! Legal Description Street
number
ha)

B

8

B

B

B

oral
Area

1638

B

B

B

—
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6322

2309

B
B

B

6322

B

2309
1952

1325

—

20477

1427

1638

010-592-512

7481

1427

BCP17416
PARK

LMP4325

21566

LMP49097

BCP1 7416

-

017-763-410

009-561-471

007-063-601

LMP49097
PARK
19161

21918

009-877-894

8949

006-605-591

010-592-547

015-936-317

pid

7481

-

-______

Plan
Number

1427

1623

District Lot

-Park INVENTORY

B

B
B

B
B

50
3.22

0.4856

4.7

3.22

1.51

4.70
3.2830

0.1659

1.2140

17.6200

Wood Bay Heights

Trout Lake Fishing Ramp- Lease Permit

Tall Trees Park- on Leaning Tree Road

Redroofs Circle Trail

Park Ded. from Sub. Adjacent to
Smuggler Cove Manne Park
Public Access License-Haltmoon Bay

4-May-05

1 6-Apr-92

1 7-Dec-87

5-Mar-01

Notes

-

20,000

88,750

-

189,880

165,830

10,693

*

Lease/Permit for ramp access at Trout Lake
Foreshore- No Value

Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq
mtrs of Connor Park; 2001 assessed value
discounted to 1988; nearby park in Area B
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq
mtrs of Hwy 101 Park; 2005 assessed value;
nearby park in Area B
Park dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq
mtrs of Hwy 101 Park; 2001 assessed value;
nearby park in Area B
Expires Feb 15/2011
Land Value from 1987 BC Assessed values;no
record of how we acquired land

27,000 FMV from 1983 BC Assessed values.

-

260,000 Used Full Value of Purchase for land
Funding from Donation $16,570;remaining paid
22,000 by SCRD.
Foreshore

3 Parcels: (1 985)$260k; Bylaw No289 to borrow
funds; (1 979)$25k used FMV to determine cost,
2010 purchase $255,348.Building: Cooper Green
Hall $105,004 (1985); 2008 SOV discounted to
255,348 1985 to determine cost.
FMV acquired by using 1980 land values
25,000 oublished in local paper

FMV found by Current BCA Value x CPI Index
.Crown grant;FMV estimated using BC Assessed
values. Land Improvement Sportsfield!park
development $53,045 (1996);Park development
$40,602 Playground unit $14,801
(2004).(2005).Washrcom bldg costs at
76,120 Sep127/10; $121,462; near completion.

-

Value

*Assessed Value of Park ProperLy=(Assessed value of parent parcel / # ha) size of parkiand (ha)

LEANING TREE RD

HALFMOON BAY

17-Aug-01
14-Sep-OS

20-Jun-85

Park Ded from Sub;Oft Wood Bay
Ridge Rd

Mintie RD
HALFMOON BAY

FISHERMAN RD

28-Jun-88

1 5-Jan-79

22-Jul-10

Park Ded from Sub;Between Lohn Rd &
Hart Rd

Redroofs Rd

Redroofs Rd

1-May-80

Date

9-Mar-83

5520

8810

BARGAIN HARBR

Street name

Coopers Green-Forest
Coopers Green-Waterfront
rental halI boat launch
George Cormack Park
spawning habitat
Halfmoon Bay Foreshore
Kerr, Wood, Leidal for Drummond
Remainder plus Lot 37, Plan 22209
Old Hwy 101 -Park

Coopers Green Parcel

Connor Park
Soccer field! 2 baseball diamonds

Bargin Harbour- Foreshore Lease for
Moorage

Size (Area Applicants Name! Legal Description Street
ha)
number

D

D

D

D

D

D

Area

oral

19220

1316

809

809

1505

D

D

D
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1918

0.0053

1696

5818

D

D

1.67

BCP9035

809

13-Feb-80

Park Ded from Sub;Flume Creek
Comdor

Peter Gordon for SCG&CC

0.60

1 7-Jan-03

Park Ded from Sub;Off Randell Rd
Park Ded from Sub;
Strip of Land below RegI Park
DL809;Plan9035

Notes

*

size of parkiand (ha)

Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on s/sq
18,670 mtrs of adjoining Iot;no parks in immediate area.
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on s/sq
mtrs of RC Hall Park 2004 assessed value; park
17,618 nearbyinAreaD

438 factor;park nearby in Area D

205,744 nearby in Area D
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on s/sq
mtrs of RC Hall Park 2001 assessed value
discounted back to 1991 using CPI Index

mtrs of RC Hall Park 2004 assessed value; park

Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on S/sq

6,585 factor;park nearby in Area D

discounted back to 1980 using CPI Index

16,303 factor;park nearby in Area D
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on s/sq
mtrs of RC Hall Park 2001 assessed value

Park Dedication from 1982; FMV Value used from
5,000 folio #746 02248.025/sale 1986
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on S/sq
mtrs of RC Hall Park 2001 assessed value
discounted back to 1980 using CPI Index
15,413 factor;park nearby in Area D
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on s/sq
mtrs of RC Hall Park 2001 assessed value
discounted back to 1988 using CPI Index

205,744

6,000 Cost from 2006 BC Assessment sale amount.

25,000

$74 7k FMV from 2001 Assessment Used. In
2010, discovered acquired land in 1988; so write
down of$ 598,550 required to reduce assessed
148,450 value to $148,450.

Buffer along Roberts Creek for the purpose of
Creek Protection. 1980 sales value used as lot
size the same. Buffer along Roberts Creek for the
purpose of Creek Protection. 1980 sales value
used as lot size the same (1980, Peninsula
12,500 Times)

Value

Assessed Value of Park Property=(Assessed value of parent parcel I # ha)

17-Nov-04

19-Sep-91

Park Ded from Sub;Off Blackbum Rd

7-Jan-04

31 -Oct-88

Park Ded from Sub;Flume Creek
Corridor

Park Ded from Sub;Near Emery Rd

23-Jul-80

Park Ded from Sub;Flume Creek

24-Feb-82

7-Jan-04

11 -May-06

28-Dec-01

Corridor

Peter Gordon for Jane Clark/ Elizabeth
Shepherd Lot 1, Plan BCP 916

-

Joe Rd. Park

0.14

0.143

BCP14472

BCP14472
PARK
BCP23737
Return to
Crown

1.00

BCP3382

0.15

D

18049

1318

0.2293

0.3511

1.67

0.2141

D

21982

026-667-444

1.4770

4-Jul-89

57.9670
Cliff Gilker- SC Golf Club Outside
Perimeter boundary
Clover Rd- Small sliver of land off
Clover Rd. above SC Golf Club
Cohousing Development Consulting Lot
3, Blk 21, Plan BCP91 6-- Near Emery
Rd

Cliff Gilker Park
spon’sfield, playground, hiking trails,
caretaker

Date

1 5-Jan-81

LARGO RD

Street name

Buffer Along Roberts Creek

Street
number

0.1902

Size (Area Applicants Name! Legal Description
ha)

1318

18288

BCP9035
PARK

809

1318

BCP23737

025-240-471

5826

1505

014-264-714

1506

—

007-273-576

17560

809

—

pid

Plan
Number

District Lot

-Park INVENTORY

D

D

51

909

909

909

842

909

907

E

E

E

E

E

E
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909

909

E

E

E

909

BCP7934

BCP41 230

BCP06827

LMP24078

BCP3070

1342

1342

1342

3417

005-361 -672

005-361-656

005-36 1-648

0 10-1 1 7-636

LMP24078 023-125-748
BCPO3O7O
PARK
BCP35912 027-507-823

909

909
909

023-369-850

009-456-708

007-673-574

007-794-487

.

pid

909

909

—

5333

809

9837

21241

2631

7889

BCP3382
PARK

Plan
Number

1819

District Lot

E
E

E

E

E

0

D

D

D

Elect
oral
Area

-Park INVENTORY

52
0.88

0.0985

0.1742

1.603

0.5314

0.2428

2.02 75

0.531
0.1397

0.0879

2.1507

0.2023

0.3157

1.7600

1.00

Block D, Elphinstone

Park Ded from Sub;Upper portion of
Georgia Crest off Harry Rd

Notes

License Expires Aug27/2021

Donated by Lehigh Cement Ltd;Market value from
11,000 land title tranfer & SCRD donation letter (receipt)
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq
mtrs of assessed value of nearby park. Est based
on adjoining subdivison residential vacant lot sale
38,325 too high.
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq
mtrs of Georgia Crest-lower half; 2001 assessed
value discounted back to 1995 using CPI Index
162,384 factor;park nearby in Area E
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq
mtrs of assessed value of nearby park. Est based
on adjoining subdivison residential vacant lot sale
12,520 too high.
Park land from Subdivision;No folio#exists;found
value of bare land adjacent to park land and
determined s/sq meter to estimate value of
54,490 contributed parkland
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq
mtrs of assessed value of nearby park. Est based
on adjoining subdivison residential vacant lot sale
109,736 too high.

130,822 Cost from 2008 BC Assessment sale amount.
Land Improvement All weather field/park
construction $77,000 (2001);outdoor lighting
38,500 $5,490 (2006).
No backup for cost other than BC Asses. Values
26,000 from time land acquired. No GIL entry
3 parcels;Donation;FMV from land title transfer
31,000 legal documents.

245,000 Land value based on Appraisal
FMV based on 1992 sale of “Chaster
1,000,000 House”;approx. 4x size
FMV from 1995 declared value on land title
48,334 document.

-

Purchased Iand;Funding source: 2/3 from Parks
Acq Fd & 1/3 from WHS;park adjacent to R.C
195,000 Comm Hall
Purchase $20,000 in 1987. Improvements 1995
RC Esplanade Land clearing $39,727; 2008 land
20,000 clearing/benches $37681.53

Value

“Assessed Value of Park Property=(Assessed value of parent parcel / # ha) size of parkland (ha)

23-Oct-03

1 5-Jun-09

Park Ded from Sub;Park land in
Elphinstone
Undeveloped Park land in Elphinstone

29-Jun-95

Park Ded from Sub;Off Grandview;End
Creek

18-Aug-03

24-Dec-02

Park Ded from Sub;Between Chaster
Rd and Sunnyside Rd

Park Ded from Sub;Off Seaward Cl

1 9-Aug-02

1 -Aug-02

1 9-Aug-02

Ocean Park

Ocean Park

Ocean Park

29-Jan-88

29-Jun-95

21-Mar-96

15-Jan-92

Maryanne West Park
all weather play field
CHASTER RD
OBE Between Gower and
Laurel

CHASTER PARK

OCEAN BEACH ESPL

6-May-87

30-Sep-94

Date

21-Apr-08

1224

1549

ROBERTS CREEK RD

Street name

Georgia Crest
Larry Penonzek, Lots, Bik B, Plan
9769, South of Chaster Rd.
Lower Chaster Creek Park (Near 6th)

Chaster Park waterfront park

Roberts Creek Beach Esplanade
aka Roberts Creek Pier Park
Roberts Creek Rd; Ucense for Park
Purposes
Chaster House- Land Only waterfront
ark with grassy area

Roberts Creek (Hall) Park

Rem Blk2, Plan 22993/ Patrick Cromie

Size (Area Applicant’s Name! Legal Description Street
ha)
number

F

E

E

E

E

E

Elect
oral
Area

F
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Maple Park- Park Ded from Sub;Maple
Park;Off Jensen Rd

Landplan Inc., Gambler Island

6.00

1.578

2979

F

Jim Green, Gambler Island

11.33

21531

1257

F

1398

1780

F

Area F- Park

Granthams Landing lmpr. District
Jim Green for 586329 BC Ltd., Legal
Desc. Remainder of DL 1780, Except
Part Subdivided by Plan BCP15304,
PID 015-921-069, Civic: Brigade Bay,
Gambier Island.
Jim Green for 586329 BC Ltd., Legal
Desc. Remainder of DL 1780, Except
Part Subdivided by Plan BCP1 5304,
PID 015-921-069, Civic: Brigade Bay,
Gambler Island.

24.92

0.8296

Anavets Park

0.0722

7.82

BCP21 241
PARK

1780

F

.

007-270-801

Whispering Firs Park 800 ft trail,
sheltered picnic area

Penonzek for Gibsons Landing Brewing
Co Lot 22, Plan BCP 7934 DL 909 and
Lot B, LMP 24078, DL 909
Penonzek for Trondheim Holdings Lot 7,
except part in Plan 8044, Block 5, Plan
7138

Penonzek

Park Ded from Sub; Velvet & Knight

8.6886

BCP21 242
PARK
BCP1 5304
PARK
BCP17931
PARK

P1an3304

687

F

F

847

17569

-

906

-

LMP28857 023-460-563

842

010-723-404

0.17

BCP06827
PARK

907

7081

0.88

BCP7934
PARK

-

0.99

909

0.4490

18196
BCP41 230,
PARK

.

Size (Area Applicants Namel Legal Description Street
number
ha)

909

.

pad

Plan
Number

. .
District Lot

—

-Park INVENTORY

914

53

23-Nov-87

29-Jan-09

15-Apr-79

29-Jul-91

20-Mar-97

1 3-May-80

Date

Notes

(nearest park) discounted back to 1987 using CPI
Index Do we own Maple Park Land? No info on
PIMS except DL:1398;Plan:21531 email to
42,606 Sheane/John Sep20

mtrs of assessed value of Shirley Macey Park.

Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq

FMV Used from 1997 purchase Shirley Macey
400,000 Park of folio #746 00524.00 & 746 00525.000
Land: Cost of $1 .00;MV
$12k Per Prov of BC Land Title Act-Grassy Area
12,000 on Gambier
Un-Named Park; Trails; Used FMV Value from
1977 folio# 746 00530.100 FMV estimated using
comparable lot in 1 977;near North Rd between
1,300 ‘3ilmour& Stewart.
Dept650-GLID Land-Community Hall Land
transfer from Grantham Landing Improvement
District;Used 2009 FMV BC Assessed Value.
162,000 Building (1931 );fully amortized.

Park Dedication from Subdivision;Based on $/sq
mtrs of Mary Anne West Park;1988 sale price
5,388 discounted back to 1980 using CPI Index factor

Value

*

‘Assessed Value of Park Property=(Assessed value of parent parcel / # ha) size of parkland (ha)

Church Road

OFF NORTH RD

GAMBlER ISLAND

Street name

F

F

F

F

F

I
Area

3178

LMP37260

694

694

F

F
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3593

693

3167
3167
16625
3920

024-090-476

013-073-869

012-556-491

013-090-372
013-090-399
007-395-167
01 2-035-483

.

BCP15304

1257

1.70

6.0

8.0

9.6297

—

LMP3851 5

877

BCP1 0645

BCP21 241

1780

3161

11.33

BCP2 1242

1780

24.92

7.82

BCP1 7931

Soames Hill

Soames Hill

Soames Hill

.

Eric Cardinal hail, disc golf, playground,
caretaker; 2 fields
Shilley Macey Park
Soames Hill 4.2km of trails
Soames Hill

Shirley Macey Park

1 7-Mar-98

1 5-Mar-80

29-Feb-80

2-Sep-92

12-Jan-77

3-Sep-97
3-Sep-97

Park dedication from Subdivision;Gambier
Island;Based on s/sq mtrs of 2005 assessed
value of Halkett Bay;Crown vacant land on
Gambler Island.
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Gambier
Island;Based on $/sq mtrs of 2005 assessed
value of Halkett Bay;Crown vacant land on
Gambler Island.
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Gambier
lsland;Based on s/sq mtrs of 2005 assessed
value of Halkett Bay;Crown vacant land on
Gambler Island.
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Gambier
Island;Based on S/sq mtrs of 1998 assessed
value of Halkett Bay;Crown vacant land on
Gambler Island discounted back to 1998
Park Dedication from Subdivsion;Gambier
lsland;Based on s/sq mtrs of 2005 assessed
value of Halkett Bay;Crown vacant land on
Gambler Island.
Park Dedication from Subdivision;Gambier
lsland;Based on s/sq mtrs of 2004 assessed
value of Crown vacant land on Gambler Island.
2 parcels;Byla w#446;Borro wed $354k;Park Acq
Fd $200k; Provincial Unconditional Grant
$55k;WHS $95k. Land Improvements:
SportsfleldDev$121,7102 2010 Improvement
$12,887;Funding: Nickle & Rick Hansen
Donation;on-going.Buildings; Cardinal Hall
$277,460 (2005)8 House $91,882 (1997)
discounted using 2008 SOV to determine cost.
(200 1);Soccer field $88,375 (2003),Parking lot
$20,619 (2004); Parking $15,078
(2004);Drainage $24,872 (2008). 2 Buildings;
Cardinal Hail $277460 (2005) & House $91,882
(1997) discounted using 2008 SOV to determine
cost.

Notes

Crown Grant purchased for $1- FMV Used from
85,750 1977 purchase of folio 74600530.100
Crown Grant purchased for $1- FMV Used from
12,500 1977 purchase of folio 74600530.100
FMV Used from 1997 purchase Shitley Macey
57,000 Park of folio #746 00524.00 & 746 00525.000

350,000
350,000
65,000
77,500

112,200

475,200

492,800

1,973,664

897,336

619,344

Value

‘Assessed Value of Park Property=(Assessed value of parent parcel I # ha) size of parkland (ha)

PORT MELLON HWY

GOODWIN RD

11-Jan-05

Park Ded from Sub;Gambier Island;Off
MtArtaban Rd

560

25-Jun-98

Park Ded from Sub;Gambier IsI;Sir
Thomas Lipton
approx 8 ha

26-Apr-04

7-Dec-05

Park Ded from Sub;Gambier lsI;Pete
Sheilds Park;upper portion

Park Ded from Sub;Gambier Island;Off
W Bay Rd

7-Dec-05

Park Ded from Sub;Gambier Isl;Pete
Sheilds Park;Iower portion

Date

15-Jun-05

Street name

Park Ded from Sub;Gambier IsI;Off
Douglas Bay Rd

Size (Area Applicants Namel Legal Description Street
ha)
number

2979

pid

Plan
Number

District Lot

-Park INVENTORY

F

F
F
F
F

F

54

F

F

F

F

F

F

Elect
oral
A
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Klein Lake Recreation Site
Cedar Meadows Park
Grandview Heights Park

18353
19617

A
E
E

006-952-305

436.3558

Welcome Woods Wildemess Park
Daniel Point
Eamont Park

909
909

Parks or Lands
with Unclear
ownership

344

0.2585

6760

owned by Mm of Forests- Rec Site opertion SCRD
Crown Land
Crown Land

Owned by School District

*

*Assessed Value of Park Property=(Assessed value of parent parcel I # ha) size of parkland (ha)

Bonniebrook Heiahts Rd
Grandview Heights Rd

Lee Bay Subdivision
Eamont Rd

Camo Burley Rd

2,500

31-Dec-94

Twin Creek Rd. Park
Ventureland Management Lot B, Ref
Plan 1109

NA

LMP1 9306
BCP1 0645
PARK

4456

Susan Hess Park
Nine Mile Point Reserve Marine Park

671,202

5-Oct-10

Soames Park Land

015-972-356

111 9R

693

7 parcels: (1977) $65,000 SCRD
purchased;(1 980) 3 pieces total $1 70,250-crown
grant; (1987) $38,500 SCRD purchased; (1992)
$77,500 SCRD purchased; (1 998)$57,000
estimated cost;
Crown Grant purchased for $1- FMV Used from
1977 purchase of folio 746 00530.100
Missed land transfer in 1990 when Soames Point
Water Works District was transferred to SCRD by
Order in Council in 1990. Recd title Oct5/10.
$254k + legal $202.08
Missed land transfer in 1990 when Soames Point
Water Works District was transferred to SCRD by
Order in Council in 1990. Recd title Oct5Il 0.
$671 k + 202.08 legal
Folio 745 06442.500 Used for FMV- Purchased
same time as park acquired- approx. 5% of that
parcel

Notes

Information in records shows that this park was to
be product of subdivision, however subdivision
never aporoved. Unclear what status of land was
No legal information exsists in PIMS system
Under function 370 regional water- transfer never
325,000 took place to include in function 650

254,202

5-Oct-10

Soames Park Land

015-972-348

ii 20R

693

Total

72,000

11 -Mar-80

Soames Hill

013-478-711

2746

695

3161

38,500

Value

1 3-Feb-87

Date

Soames Hill

Street name

006-855-300

—

17307

.

Size (Area Applicants Namel Legal Description Street
number
ha)

694

.

pid

Plan
Number

. .
District Lot

-Park INVENTORY

B
A
A

B
B

55

Trail Name

A
TRAILS
TRAIL BUILDING
BEACH ACCESSES
Bargain Harbour beach access
Canoe Pass beach access
Daniel Point beach access
Francis Peninsula

Seal Rd., Redrooffs Rd., Cooper Rd.
Lohn Road to Southwood Rd.
Trail and beach access; 34. km
Northwood to Southwood

Frog Pond connector trail
Lohn Road connector trail
Redrooffs Circle Trail
Westwood Rd.

RECREATIONAL SITES
Big Fir rec. site
44.1 ha extensive trail system
Trails within Park boundaries
Homesite Creek rec. site
Forestry Recreation Reserve trail
system. Hwy 101 to Brooks Rd.;
trail from Rec site to Brooks Rd.
Secret Cove rec. Site
BIKE PATHS

AREA B

Trails within Francis Point Marine
Park

I AREA A

Location

I

2000

2007
2008

2007

Year
Built

I

SCRD
SCRD

MoF

I

Maintained
By

MoF

Owned
By

I

$32,399 BA Blacktop
$30,450 (P)

Surface Type
And Cost

Accesses Inventory

Trails, Bike Paths and Beach
October 2009

SCRD Parks Division

TRAILS
TRAIL BUILDING
Coopers to Lohn Road

AREAB

Ruby Lake boat launch
Sakinaw Lake boat launch

56

I

4264.7 m

1201.7 m

882.0 m
244.8 m

$19,967 (B)
$21,852 (B)
891.8 m

403.3 m
2044.5 m

$3,634.72 (B)

Length (m)
And Cost

Co-op Trail
Geddes Rd connector
Hunter/Doris/Lysander

Redrooffs Road bike path
Redrooffs Road bike path
extension
Sargeants Bay bike path
BEACH ACCESSES
Crab Road beach access
End Creek
Halfmoon Bay beach access
Noble Rd beach access
Truman Rd beach access
Welcome Beach
AREA D
TRAILS
TRAIL BUILDING
TRAIL BUILDING
Blackburn Road connector trail

Sullivan Road connector
Timberland Trail
Woodley/Robinson/Gladwin
BEACH ACCESSES
Bayview Rd beach access
Beaman Rd beach access
Cheryl-Anne Park Rd beach
access
dough Rd beach access
Gulf Rd beach access
Henderson Ave beach access
Hunter Rd beach access
Marlene Rd beach access
Metcalf Rd beach access
Richmond Road view point
Stephens Rd beach access

57

RC; Lower Rd. to Hwy. 101
Hwy. 101 to Lower Rd
Top of Park Ave through RC
provincial park to beach beside
Camp Olave
Hwy 101 to Lower Rd
RC Elem. To Hwy. 101
Connector trail

AREA D
AREA D
Lower Road to Hwy. 101

Evans Rd to Fawn Rd

Evans to Southwood

SCRD

MoT

M0T

2009

2008

SCRD

SCRD

SCRD
SCRD

MoT

MoT
M0T

2009

2007
2002
2008

12-2008
12-2001

$29,882
$91,900
$61,701
$41,714
—

—

-

(B) paved
(P) paved
(B)
(P) paved

79.2 m
90.0 m
$2,227 (B)

271.0 m
111.1 m
33.2 m

53.6 m
206.0 m
117.1 m

995.9 m
730.2 m

778.4 m

$16,356 (B)
$10,000 (P)
$7,364 (B)
335.5 m
559.4 m

19.6 m
876.1 m

1086.0 m

1497.7 m
1690.0 m

Head Road
Hough Road

Street
Fitchett to Hough connector
trail
Grandview Heights

th
14

TRAIL BUILDING

Geddes Road connecto
Lower Road bike path
Roberts Creek Road bike path
Sullivan Road connector
Sunshine Coast highway

I

Mabel to Grandview connector

Mabel Road

Secret Beach access

Chaster Bridge bike path
Grandview Heights bike path
Hwy 101

Oak Street connector trail
Ocean Beach Esplanade
Sunnyside
Veterans Rd

f

2008

2000

I

AREA F
TRAI 1.5

I

Connector trail along beach front
Beach access and trail from Gower
Point to Hwy.
Wood Creek Park to Gower Point
Trail along Esplanade
Sunnyside to Chaster
Veterans/King/Fitchett/Chaster
1999
BIKE_PATHS
2008
2008
Pratt to Lower Rd
2000
BEACH ACCESSES

Kearton to Veterans

th
Mabel to 7
Mahon Road

I

$18,196 (B)

$10,975 (B)

m
m
m
m
m

$85,007 (B)
$133,473 (P)

164.3 m

7374.4 m
Total bike path
Lengths for Area E

333.8 m
1690.2 m
413.9 m
$124,745 (P)

$586 (B)
184.6 m
52.6 m
$5,000 (P)
204.5 m
414.5 m
+72.4m
$230 (B)
128.4 m
265.1 m
1827.9 m

-

$50,700 (P) paved

-

SCRD

-

$129,876 (B) paved
$91,900 (P) paved

M0T

92.0
631.0
1577.3
352.0
1743.0

Grandview Heights to Swallow Rd
connector trail
Head Rd to Gower Point connector
Hough to Malaview
2008

2007

TRAILS

AREA E

KE PATHS
2009
2008
2001
M0T
2009
1996
SCRD

178.9 m
213.4 m

B

Gower Point Rd to Grandview Rd

AREA 0

Hwy 101 to Lower Rd
Hwy 101 to Lower Rd.
Roberts Creek Rd to RC Provincial
Park

Hwy 101 to Lower Rd.

Kearton Road

58

‘d*±
2000

General Capital Purchases

(terms from Finance)

B= “betterment”

P= “purchased”

Cartwright to Point Rd

t•JI
Bicycle/Walking Paths

2008

2001
1998

2008

48.3 ha

Reed to Stewart

Marine Drive bike path ext.

2007

1996

—

-

Marine Dr/Point Rd/Ocean

Bike trails

North Rd

AREA F
Hwy 101 to Point Rd
Hwy 101 to North Rd
North Rd to Marine Drive
Smith Rd to Hwy 101

TRAIL BUILDING
Eby Road
Eby Road
Eby Road
Forbes Road
Gambler Island paths
Gibsons Way
Soames Hills trails
Sprockids
BEACH ACCESSES
Eby Rd beach access
Note: Structure valued at
$3,008 (B)
Hillside boat ramp
Hopkins Point beach access
Langdale Rd trail
P0 Road beach access
Point Rd beach access
Smith Rd beach access
Soames beach access
BIKE PATHS
Marine Drive bike path

59
$187,035

WA[1IJI

$28,852 (P)
$36,911 (B)
$18,213 (B)

—

paved

162.3
315.7
62.5
122.1
45.2
66.5

m
m
m
m
m
m

158.4 m
74.4 m
269.4 m
$9,419 (P)
$60,187 (P)
3363.9 m
19,014.5 m

$18,056 (B)

K
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 14, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee – July 21, 2011

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

AGREEMENT RENEWALS – PENDER HARBOUR RANGER STATION

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends that the SCRD Board receives
the report entitled Agreement renewals – Pender Harbour Ranger Station;
AND THAT the Community Services Committee recommends approval for the five year
agreement renewals for Serendipity Child Development Society, Harbour Gallery and
Pender Harbour Reading Centre;
AND FURTHER that approval be given to the Chair and Corporate Officer to execute final
authorization.

BACKGROUND
At the April 28, 2011 SCRD Board meeting the following recommendation was adopted

Recommendation No. 14

Ranger Station Agreements

THAT the report from the Parks Services Manager regarding the Ranger Station
Agreements (Pender Harbour Reading Centre, Serendipity Child Development Society
and the Harbour Gallery) be received;
AND THAT the lease amount is amended to $5.00 with Liability Insurance increased
from $2 million to $5 million;
AND THAT Planning staff research the possibility of listing these buildings as heritage
buildings;
AND FURTHER THAT Building Division staff perform building condition assessments
on all of the Ranger Station buildings.

The SCRD has been providing Serendipity Child Development Society, Pender Harbour
Reading Centre, Harbour Gallery and Pender Harbour Music Society lease agreements for
$1.00 per year for the use of the buildings at the Pender Harbour Cultural Centre.

C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\07-2011-Ranger-StationRenewal-Report.docx
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Agreement Renewals- Pender Harbour Ranger Station

Page 2 of 2

The nonprofit organizations are responsible for the repair and maintenance of all matters related
to the interior of the building including plumbing, oil furnaces, electrical, fixtures, with reasonable
wear and tear to be expected.

DISCUSSION
As per No 3 of the agreement:

3.

Renewal
The Regional District grants to the (name of organization) Child Development Society the
right to a renewal of this Lease Agreement on the same terms and conditions herein save
and except:
The rent shall be stipulated by the Regional District in its sole discretion at the
time of renewal; and
The term of the lease upon renewal will be five years.

*Note that the agreement for the Pender Harbour Music Society does not expire until 2012.
Staff has redrafted the agreements to reflect insurance needs.
The building department has also completed its assessment of the building and those results
are currently being reviewed.
Heritage designation will not materially affect the lease as it will be local vs. Provincial Heritage
Designation.
The staff recommendation provides the Chair and Corporate Officer authority to execute final
agreement.

C:\Users\lyndae\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\0BZXU8C3\07-2011-Ranger-StationRenewal-Report.docx
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 6, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee (July 21, 2011)

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

UPDATE ON FLUME RD PROVINCIAL PARK PICNIC SITE

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board receives for
information the staff report entitled Update on Flume Rd Provincial Park Picnic Site;
AND THAT any further concerns regarding this site be directed to the appropriate
Provincial Parks staff.

BACKGROUND
During the June 23rd, 2011 Board meeting the following resolution was passed;

Recommendation No. 13

Roberts Creek Provincial Park

THAT the SCRD Chair forward a letter to Dylan Eyers, BC Parks asking them to enter
into discussions with the SCRD regarding maintenance of the Roberts Creek Park
picnic site at the foot of Flume Road in Roberts Creek.
Recommendation No. 14

Roberts Creek Provincial Park

THAT a resolution be forwarded to UBCM regarding funding for better maintenance of
BC Parks.
Recommendation No. 15

Roberts Creek Provincial Park

THAT staff obtain budget information on maintenance for the various provincial park
jurisdictions in the province to compare with the Sunshine Coast;
AND THAT the SCRD arrange a meeting with the Minister of Environment at UBCM
to discuss any discrepancies regarding BC Parks maintenance on the Sunshine
Coast.
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Staff Report to Community Services Committee
Regarding Flume Road Provincial Park Picnic Site

Page |2

DISCUSSION
Staff had discussions with Dylan Eyers June 29, 2011. Dylan has informed staff that the
Roberts Creek Campground and Flume Creek Picnic site are under contract with the Parks
Facility Operator until 2013. Monies have been allocated for that contract and there would be
no additional money available for a sub-contract or additional contract.
The details of that contract involve starting summer service on June 15 th and continuing to
Labor Day weekend. There are no garbage cans in the winter.
During the process of researching these directives, staff acquired some more information on BC
Parks:
-

The funding formula for park bundles includes funding from province and revenue
generated from the parks. Later in the report you will see the funding for the different
bundles in the province.

-

In a general sense, the Sunshine Coast bundle, which includes 37 parks starting in
Powell River, receives a higher subsidy than some areas. Our parks generate less
revenue, thus require the subsidy which may be higher than other jurisdictions.

-

Sea to Sky Corridor for the past 5 years has seen extra maintenance and upkeep due to
partnerships established with highways. As the highway was built it impacted parks
along the way. Contractors needed places to dump loads of gravel or overnight park
equipment they were asked to provide funds or replace signs etc. Sea-To-Sky receives
less annual funding then the Sunshine Coast.

-

Reduction of parking fees may negatively impact most parks in the province however
revenue generation from parking on Sunshine Coast was very low. BC Parks has been
asked to find the lost revenue from within their current budgets.

In regards to Recommendation No. 14
The resolution was forwarded to UBCM.
In regards to Recommendation No. 15
Arrangements will be made by Administration staff to arrange the meeting at UBCM.
Information regarding Provincial Funding provided below:
The budget information received is a table outlining what funds are provided to the various
Parks Bundles in the province. It is difficult to compare bundles as it depends on what kinds of
parks are included. Bundles with mostly very busy developed campgrounds (like the
Okanagan) will be profitable and those with lots of day use areas and less busy campgrounds
will need the most financial support. The Sunshine Coast receives 8th amount of funding out of
the 23 jurisdictions receiving ‘deficiency payments’ from the provincial government.
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2010/11 Payments/Returns for Park Bundles
Deficiency Payments (Province pays Park Facility Operator)
Expenses

Bundle - Kamloops

$87,240.26

Expenses

Bundle - Wells Gray

$286,595.63

Expenses

Bundle - Robson

$58,528.00

Expenses

Bundle - Prince George

$260,530.00

Expenses

Bundle - North Parks

$142,395.44

Expenses

Bundle - South Peace Parks

$139,559.00

Expenses

Bundle - North Island

$121,918.16

Expenses

Bundle - Mid-Island

$31,230.63

Expenses

Bundle - South Gulf Islands

$325,705.77

Expenses

Bundle - Sunshine Coast

$172,422.25

Expenses

Bundle - Cultus/Chilliwack

Expenses

Bundle - East Fraser Valley

$246,433.97

Expenses

Bundle - Golden Ears/ Rolley Lake

$17,957.00

Expenses

Bundle - Sea to Sky

$144,265.52

Expenses

Bundle - Peace Arch

$206,193.00

Expenses

Bundle - E.C. Manning Park

$69,036.20

Expenses

Bundle - West Kootenay Parks

$1,768.00

Expenses

Bundle - Smithers Hwy 37

$105,218.40

Expenses

Bundle - Terrace Rupert

$216,831.80

Expenses

Bundle - Nisga'a

$49,170.64

Expenses

Bundled - Haida

$113,537.36

Expenses

Bundle - Bowron

$65,196.87

Expenses

Bundle - Cariboo

$208,867.00

$152,680.98

Total $3,223,281.88
Returns to Crown (Park Facility Operator pays Province)
Revenue

Bundle - Merritt

-$50,359.00

Revenue

Bundle - Adams / Shuswap

-$44,451.00
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Revenue

Bundle - Shuswap Marine

-$25,012.00

Revenue

Bundle - N Okan

-$88,220.06

Revenue

Bundle - S Okan

-$136,524.67

Revenue

Bundle - Okan Boundary

-$28,741.00

Revenue

Bundle - East Kootenay Parks

-$77,036.00
Total -$450,343.73
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 11, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee – July 21, 2011

FROM:

Parks & Recreation Staff

RE:

Monthly Report – Parks and Recreation Divisions

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the Parks and Recreation
Divisions Monthly report for July be received by the SCRD Board as information.
The Recreation Division has been giving priority to the following activities for this reporting
period:
A. ADMINISTRATION


Compiled content for Fall/Winter Recreation Guide – preparing copy for the newspaper
edition in The Local and a second, more edition for the online recreation guide.



Prepared the „Online Recreation Guide‟ report then presented it June 6th to the
Recreation and Parks Services Advisory Committee.



Reviewed RFP‟s received for the Graphic Designer contractor for the Online Recreation
Guide, using the Purchasing Evaluation Matrix.



Trained new Recreation Office Assistant Staff. This was more like refresher training, as
this position is filled by someone who in the past has worked in Recreation.



Staff met with Gary Young, consultant for the Parks & Recreation Master Plan.



Produced an issue of the Newsletter for Parks & Recreation staff that work closely with
our customers.



Updated Recreation portion of SCRD website.

B. RECREATION
Partnership Support for Children and Youth with Disabilities
In June, staff worked in cooperation with the Ministry of Children and Family
Development (MCFD) as well as Sunshine Coast Community Service Society (SCCSS)
to establish funding agreements and arrange the following:


Support for Children with Disabilities in the Coastal Kids Summer FUN Daycamp.



Special needs support workers will be provided by MCFD and SCCSS, to assist
children who would not otherwise be able to participate in day camp opportunities. Support workers will also assist day camp staff with other children who may
require additional support and advise day camp staff on special needs issues.
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NEW- Summer Choices - Adapted Youth Camp
This is a NEW program offered in partnership with MCFD and SCCSS. Summer Choices
brings together youth with disabilities in a fun, supported environment. Based out of the
Gibsons Youth Centre, the camp emphasizes social inclusion and provides youth with
opportunities to make meaningful choices regarding how to have fun together. Lessons
learned from this year will help us as we move toward creating a 2012 youth summer
program that integrates youth with disabilities and their able-bodied peers via volunteer
opportunities.
Leisure Access Services – Draft Report Template and 2011 Goals
Staff presented a draft version of the new LAS reporting template to the Recreation and
Parks Services Advisory Committee in June. Staff requested and obtained useful
feedback about indicators, “measure of success” and 2011 goals.
The final report will serve as a template that can be used to report on yearly LAS usage
that will include comparisons and changes over time.
C. GIBSONS AND AREA COMMUNITY CENTRE (GACC)
1) YOUTH CENTRE
There were 207 drop-ins for the month of June.
Programs:







Youth Food Bank
Friday Night In-Line Skating
Youth Cooking Program
Girls Yoga
Wireless Wednesdays
Leadership Group

All the above programs occur weekly and continue to be successful.


Special Events

Outdoor Sports Activities: As the weather continues to improve, staff and youth have
been playing more outside games such as frisbee, soccer, baseball, and capture the flag
are popular.
Staff Training Day: Gibsons Youth Centre staff hosted a training session facilitated by
Russ Brummer, a coordinator from Port Coquitlam‟s Parks and Recreation, who
oversees youth centre programs and services. Youth workers from other community
schools, teachers from the Alternative School, and some volunteers were invited to
attend. Topics such as non-violent crisis intervention, creating healthy boundaries,
running successful programs and building community connections were covered. Staff
noted that they found the information very valuable, and would be interested in doing
another training session in the future This has also developed new casual staff for the
Gibsons Youth Centre.
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Seshins Skate Park Event: This one day event, held May 28th, was in partnership with
the SCRD, Gibsons & Elphinstone Community School and Nik Muryn, a passionate
youth volunteer. The event included DJ‟s, food, prizes, skateboarding and BMXing.
There were well over 100 youth that participated throughout the day, making the event a
great success.


Connections/Partnerships

Staff has made it a priority to connect and grow partnerships with many different people
and agencies on the Coast. The following are connections made in the past month:





Gibsons Building Supply- GBS donated a brand new BBQ to the Gibsons Youth
Centre. The BBQ has been a real hit during the Friday dinner program and
special events. Staff and youth created and delivered a certificate of appreciation
to GBS.



SCCS Summer Program for Special Needs Youth – In July and August, the
Gibsons Youth Centre space will be used to house a Special Needs Summer
Camp for youth with special needs.



Gibsons Community School Lunch – staff attended the community school yearend wrap up lunch this month.

Successes






Drug and Alcohol issues are on the decrease with only one incident this month.
Two youth were involved.
The new favorite craft activity with youth is the creation of friendship bracelets.
Staff brought in embroidery thread and one of the youth brought in a friendship
bracelet making book.
New Contract Staff- Sammi Dixon, recent graduate from UVIC and a qualified
teacher, was hired in June for casual summer shifts. She has a lot of experience
working with both children and youth and has been volunteering in the
community.

Challenges




The Skate Park Mentorship Program had to be cancelled this month due to lack
of an insurer. This is unfortunate as a staff had already been hired and had
begun prepping and planning the program. This highlights one of the challenges
of partnering with other organizations to provide services. This program, based
on successful programs elsewhere, cannot be insured through MIA since the
contract facilitator is not an employee of the SCRD or Town of Gibsons. In order
to support the program, program coordinators looked into making the program an
SCRD Recreation program funded by community school, however, insurance
costs were still prohibitive.
Lower Attendance - We had 207 drop-ins for the month of June, compared to
379 attendees in June 2010. Discussions with staff and youth have attributed the
decline in attendance to the following: Youth are getting older (17-18) and have
started working at part time jobs, a number have stopped coming due to their
drug/alcohol use resulting in them being asked to leave the GYC. In talking to
other youth centres and staff, this type of cyclical fluctuation is normal - demo-
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graphics of youth using the centre shifts as a new group of kid‟s moves in, or
younger kids start coming as older kids start working more, with numbers dropping during these transitions.
To increase the Youth Centre‟s profile, staff will be targeting PAC's and Elphinstone Secondary School at the beginning of the school year.

Testimonials
Youth were asked what they like about the Gibsons Youth Centre.




“I like that I can come here and feel safe and play pool with staff.” –CJ
“I like that there is always a free dinner on Fridays” – Evan
“There is always fun stuff going on, like making friendship bracelets.”- Brittani

2) SENIORS PROGRAMMING


Seniors Wellness Centre Host Program
12 seniors participated in the June sessions compared to 11 in May.

3) COURTS
384 participants used the courts through June, compared to 380 in the same period for
2010. Wallyball bookings are increasing again due to private coach availability.
4) ADAPTED PROGRAMS
These partnership programs continue to increase in popularity and are showing great
benefits for the participating clients:




Music Explorations program (partner with SCACL): June – 97 participants, May 83.
Adapted Fitness Class (in partnership with VCH): June – 98, May 84.
Nia for Adults with Developmental Disabilities – 14 registered participants.

5) DROP-IN FITNESS SCHEDULE



723 participants attended our classes in June, compared to 974 in June 2010.
145 children were signed into the Child-Minding Service at GACC versus 180 in June
2010.
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D. ARENA INFORMATION
1) Gibsons & Area Community Centre - Arena


Summer Hockey School Registration
Summer Hockey school registration has increased in comparison to past years. The
total numbers enrolled in all sessions is 87. The total registered at this time last year
was 46. The main camp registration numbers are at 34 and the total registered last
year at the start of the camp was 48. Staff expect to pass that number this year as a
few of the age groups historically register at the last minute.
Other hockey school programs:
Heros
7
One Goal
40 * (9 on waiting lists)
Women‟s
6
*Staff plan to either offer the summer skating lessons program to the participants on
the waiting list or inform them of the One Goal program offered in October at the
Sechelt Arena.



Dry floor Programs
Staff adjusted the summer dry floor program to reflect the use of 2010.
June Dry floor revenue
2010
2011

$4364.00 (June 1st to June 30th )
$5530.95 (June 1st to June 30th )
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Dry floor Special Events

The Sunshine Quilters completed their major event which was held on July 2nd & 3rd
2011. The Sunshine Quilters event coordinator was very positive and noted the group‟s
appreciation for attention and assistance from SCRD staff.
Sea Cavalcade
The SCRD is offering three ‘Free’ drop in programs to kick off the 2011 Sea
Cavalcade on July 22nd 2011. Discussion has been held with the Sea Cavalcade
Coordinator (Conchita Harding) regarding these programs; she stated these programs
will be complimentary to the Cavalcade.
3:00pm-5:00pm
6:00pm-7:15pm
7:15pm-9:00pm

Parent & Tot Play time- (focus on family)
Demo Roller Derby Event- (focus family and youth)
Roller/Inline Skating - (focus on youth)

Partnerships
The SCRD is also partnering with the Sea Cavalcade to present Lazer Tag on July 30th
2011. To date, we‟ve assisted in printing the Sea Cavalcade Schedules that were
handed out at the Sechelt Canada Day Parade (July 1st 2011). The schedule also
promotes the Friday July 22nd „Free’ dry floor programs at GACC and the Lazer Tag
event for July 30th. We have agreed to share both costs and net revenue from the
Lazer tag event and SCRD staff has also agreed to allow the Cavalcade committee to
run the concession during the day of July 30th
Staff has just received promotional material and photos from Planet Lazer, which has
been shared with the Communications officer who is working on making posters and
information for the website and newspaper. We have also agreed with the Cavalcade
group to promote the Lazer Tag Event on the radio, face book, twitter and heavily during
the 2011 Cavalcade parade and events.
2) Sechelt Arena
The Sechelt Arena was used for a last minute funeral on Thursday June 30th for a local
male resident. There was close to 450 people in attendance for the first funeral ever
held at the Arena. Parents and friends were thankful under the circumstances for the
effort staff made on preparing the Arena at such short notice.
During the set up of the funeral the Sunshine Coast Lacrosse scheduler called and
asked if the Sechelt Arena would be available on Saturday July 2nd for a last minute
playoff game. Staff had to reassemble the boards, pick up the Lacrosse nets from
Gibsons, do a major floor sweep, and repair the score clock early Saturday. All went
well and the Lacrosse group was also impressed at the level of service and attention
they received from SCRD staff.
3) Ice Allocation
The Ice Allocation is almost completed. It looks like there will be a loss of two men‟s
hockey teams. The Skate Club and Speed skating are booking similar hours to last
season and Minor Hockey looks to be reserving a bit more and have booked early
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morning ice. The Sechelt Indian Band has requested and received an additional hour per
week and the Seniors Scrub group has booked an additional session putting them at
four times per week.
700
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E. SECHELT AQUATIC CENTRE
.

1) Aquatics


Thursday Night Toonie admission from 7 – 9pm.
Attendance for all admissions for this time frame:
2008
2009
2010
2011

70
69
67 – seasonal pool shutdown June 6-26
205



Private Lessons: 13



Pool Rentals:
o Birthday parties - 5
o Scuba - 1
o Chinook Swim Club – 5
o Chinook Fun Meet – June 19th
o School Booking – 19
o Treehouse Afterschool Childcare - 5
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Aqua Fit Statistics

Year
2011
2010

Number of Classes
62
9 – June Seasonal Shut
Down

Participants
1174
201

Chataletch Dry Grad
Chataletch Secondary rented the Aquatic Facility and the Seaside centre on June 28th.
Grads had a fantastic time using the pool area and other room rentals.
The grads also rented equipment from the Fun Zone including Sumo Wrestling, Pool
Table and Electronic Video game equipment.
Fencing was rented by the high school and placed between Seaside Centre and the
Aquatic Centre in order to allow for movement of grads between facilities.
Aqua Yoga – Try It!!
An „Aqua Yoga Try It‟ class took place and had 19 participants. New full session of the
program is running through the month of July.
Special Olympics
Stephanie Rogers continued to train during the month of June in preparation for her
participation in the Worlds Swimming Championships in Athens, Greece.
Staff
There was an A.E.D responder recertification held at SAC for casual aquatic employees
held Wednesday June 1 from 2:30-6:30 pm
Linda Goble, Lynn Giampa and Deb Shorthouse attended their final year of the Leisure
Development Course. This will result in a recognized Recreation Certificate once final
assignments are returned. This certificate can be used to attend Langara College to pursue a recreation degree in the future.
2) Child Minding
69 children participated in the service during June. The service was offered 13 days in
June. Numbers have increased since the registration option became available.
3) Health And Wellness
Registration Programs:
Year
Nia with Jan
Zumba
Flow Yoga
w/Katherine
Spin

# classes
13
9
9

# of registrations
21
12
9

# of drops ins
17

31

35

46
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Drop in Fitness Statistics:
Year

51
43
35

2011
2010
2009

# classes

# of participants
625
397
453

4) Incidents/Accidents
12 incident/accidents were reported within the facility, none required emergency
services.
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F. GIBSONS AQUATIC FACILITY


Rentals

o
o
o

School Lessons - 1 hr Gibsons Elementary- June 7th
Red Cross Swim at School Program; Home Schoolers June 3 1 hr
Other Rentals – Gibsons Elementary- 1 hour



Special Events
June 1st, 2011 was the Aquafit BC Cancer Society Fundraising Annual Bake sale.
$342.00 was sent to the BC Cancer Society, and a letter was forwarded to thank all
participants that helped in donating these funds.

Accident/Incident Reports
Two non emergency incidents.
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Attendance: May 1- 31, 2011
Public Swims: 719
Aquatic Fitness: 662
School Board and Private Lessons: 112
Rentals: 45

Tuesday Night Twoonie admission from 5:30 – 7:30pm
Attendance for all admissions for this time frame:
2008
2009
2010
2011

94
90
153
116
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G. PENDER HARBOUR AQUATIC & FITNESS CENTRE
1) Aquatics/Programs
June 2011 Total for Swim and Fitness: 847
June 2010 Total for Swim and Fitness: 1089
Health and Wellness: Zumba, 14 registered
Swim Club extended season: 8 registered
Bronze Medallion: 5
Bronze Cross: 6
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Drop In Fitness (Aquafit and Dry Land) Stats:



Year

# classes

# of participants

2011
2010

61
42

415
348

Average
participants/class
7
8

Swim Lessons
Summer set of swim lessons have been cancelled due to lack of registrations. This is
the first time in the 31 year history of the facility that summer lessons were offered.
The community will need time to put this into their yearly planning for their children‟s
activities.



PH Community School Day Camps
In partnership with the community school, July 12 and 14 summer day camps will
take place at the pool.



PH Brownies
Wednesday July 6, Toonie swim, 11am-12:30pm

2) Maintenance
Main Pool Filters (3) and Swirl Pool Filter (1): Scheduled for sand replacement and
repairs on July 19 and 20.
Tile grout touch up: July 25
Transformer replacement: Scheduled during shutdown.
Routine shutdown maintenance will begin week of July 18. Facility will be shut down 8
weeks, July 18-Sept 11, 2011
Gym Floor Replacement: Scheduled during shutdown. Product has been ordered.
3) Administration
Fall 2011 and Winter 2012 planning has been completed and submitted for the SCRD
Recreation Brochure/Guide.
Update of the PHAFC website to the new site has been completed.
Safety Audit of the facility is underway as part of the new Health Act and its regulations.
Staff (Kim Watts and Deb Cole) met with Gary Young, consultant, as part of the process
for the Parks and Recreation Master Plan.
Community meetings: Active Community Committee; PH Community School; PH
Chamber of Commerce special meeting for Lilies Lake Trail initiatives.
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H.

PARKS
Parks Division has given priority to the following:




Safety and key maintenance activities continue to be priority of outdoor work.
Working on priorities for the 2011 work plan.
The listing below is by no means a complete listing of all the tasks and duties inside
and outside crew are working on. There are many „regular maintenance‟ items
outside staff work on each day.

1) Area A
Klein Lake Campground
 Working with Frank Ullman, Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the Arts in locating a
gate to increase control and security at the site.
 Received calls from Klein Lake users regarding the wonderful job the caretakers are
doing there.
Katherine Lake Campground
 New outdoor carpet and ladder installed on the swim dock.
Sunshine Coast Recreation Corridor Trail Project
 Final trail markers are in place.
 Signage: vandalism continues to be a challenge, signs have been chopped down,
burned and destroyed in some situations.
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Dan Bosch Park
 2011 decision package – swimmer safety complete.
 Swim float perimeter, swim area buoys and safety signs installed.
 New picnic table installed.
2) Area B
Other
 New picnic table installed at Circle Trail
3) Area D
Cliff Gilker
 Caretaker reporting increased drinking and washroom problems this summer.
Working with sport league coordinators to mitigate and RCMP as required.
Robert Creek Pier
 The new gate will be in installed by August 20, 2011.
4) Area E
Ocean Beach Esplanade
 Staff received permission from MoTI to build a trail from Pine St (at the top of Lower
Rd.) through the New Westminster ROW to Whispering Firs Park. Final details are
being arranged.
 New bench installed at Mabel Rd on OBE.
 Planning and discussion still underway regarding bike path near Chaster Park
Other
 Chaster House bridge complete.
 Patio awning was installed (2011 project) on Chaster House.
 Removal of Giant Hogweed plant at Swallow trail.
5) Area F
Keats Island
 Staff continue to work with local resident to secure statutory right-of-way on trail to
Plumpers Cove
Gambier Island
 Staff met with resident volunteer groups to discuss needs for trails maintenance,
markers etc. Staff are in the process of gathering supplies and materials to be used
on Gambier. A local resident will be doing the work.
Other
 Staff working on power washing and staining benches and picnic tables and painting
playground equipment
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Illegal dump site at Sprockids was cleaned up by parks staff. A crane was required to
remove the abandoned camper.

DAKOTA RIDGE WINTER RECREATION AREA




J.
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Because of the late Spring, staff have just recently been able to put away the
signage and close the hill for the summer;
Staff have been providing information to the Consultants to help with the 2011
Dakota Ridge Business Plan.
Plans for summer projects (parking lot expansion/sledding hill upgrade) are on holdpending completion of the 5 yr business plan and further discussions regarding the
capital monies coming in from the Bear Hydro project.

TRAILS & BICYCLE/WALKING PATHS
See subsequent reports on this agenda
Area F
 Sublease agreement has been signed with BC Ferries to build a trail across their
property, with final trail location to be determined.

K.

FIRE MITIGATION PROGRAM
All work was completed in June. Given other priorities for our staff, and the fact that
there are no immediate needs for further work, SCRD will not be applying for the 2011
Strategic Wildfire Prevention Imitative announced by UBCM June 14, 2011.

L.

CEMETERY
Key activities have been:
 Continuation of ongoing operations.
 We have sold 8 burial plots and 8 cremation plots for 2011.
 We have had 4 burials and 18 cremations to date for 2011.
(Note: clients are purchasing full burial plots for use as family cremation plots.)

M.

OTHER





Updated the Parks portion of the SCRD website.
Parks and Recreation Master Plan phone survey commenced in June. Some minor
complaints were received from participants. Staff forwarded these to the consultants
and they immediately addressed.
Invasive Plants work staff have been assisting planning with the recent invasive
plant special meeting, as well have been fielding many inquiries about plants on the
Sunshine Coast.
Roberts Creek Community Use Room
Staff discussed this project with the SD #46 and will provide a report in September.
A sublease may not be possible as there are cost issues.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 11, 2009

TO:

Community Services Committee - (July 21, 2011)

FROM:

Paul Fenwick, General Manager Community Services
Bruce Bauman, Manager Recreation Services

RE:

TOWNS FOR TOMORROW SECHELT AQUATIC CENTRE

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report Towns for Tomorrow
Sechelt Aquatic Centre;
AND THAT a recommendation be made to the SCRD Board to accept the Grant Funding of
$400,000 and to amend the Five Year Financial Plan to include this project totaling a
maximum of $750,000 and authorizes signature of related contracts;
AND THAT the Board approves that SCRD ($25,000) and grant funds may be used in 2011
up to $75,000 to commence this project;
AND FURTHER that the 2012 Financial Plan provides details on how to fund the SCRD
portion of the project.

BACKGROUND
The SCRD Board authorized an application to Towns for Tomorrow for an Energy and
Emissions Project for the Sechelt Aquatic Centre. This funding has been approved in the
amount of $400,000.
DISCUSSION
Now that the funding has been awarded, it is necessary to amend the Financial Plan to
implement the project. Staff suggest that up to $75,000 of the grant be approved for use in
2011 to commence the project. The biggest portion of this is anticipated to be used in the first
stages for the automated control systems for energy and emissions reduction. That equipment
may be installed during the pool shut-down in coordination with other planned work. Subject to
detailed engineering, this is expected to be advantageous to phase in improvements to pool
systems like boilers and air handling.
The original costing for this project was estimated in 2010 at $675,000. Given cost escalations
we are recommending a project increase to $750,000 (based on preliminary estimates) to be
included in the Financial Plan. True costs will be determined through the tendering process.
The estimated increase is explained by inflation in the building trades and engineering
sectors. The equipment will also be sourced internationally which creates variables for costing
that may not be favourable due to supply and demand for growing world needs to conserve
energy to reduce operating costs.
Thus, it is planned that the 2011 expenditures will have minor taxation impact as grant funds
pay 75% of costs leaving $25,000 deficit funding if we spent $100,000.
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Towns for Tomorrow

The balance of the project (to be funded by SCRD) has a taxation impact as there are very
limited capital reserves and the equipment in question does not qualify for leasing. Staff will
work with the Finance Division to provide options to fund the project for the Financial Plan for
2012. However, if the above staff recommendation is accepted a commitment will have been
made to achieve this project and to fund up to $350,000 (estimated). The future staff report
will also provide an update on estimated costs and pay-back due to the calculated savings in
utilities costs.
The GHG emissions reductions from this project are the largest achievable factor to meet
SCRD CEEP (Corporate) goals.
The application SCRD made for Towns for Tomorrow noted:
326 metric tonnes of annual GHG reductions.
Reduction of NOx emissions by 768 kg/year.
Improved environmental conditions for the patrons and staff in the natatorium.
Provides a total energy savings of approximately 6,527 Gj/year but with the extra costs of using
additional 231,500 kWh of electricity.
Reduces the cost of the total energy consumption of the facility by $89,007/year (based on
2009 energy costs).
A stand by pump in parallel to existing heating pump as a safety measure.
One of the measures will improve the environment in the pump room, improving the equipment
longevity.
Assure that the natatorium is at a slight negative pressure, improving the longevity of the
building envelope.
Implementing the measures suggested will show leadership and environmental stewardship
which can be used to teach our younger generation about the measures that can be taken
towards carbon neutrality.
SUMMARY
This report recommends that the Board proceed with the Sechelt Aquatic Centre Towns for
Tomorrow Energy and Emissions Project. It further recommends that up to $75,000 of grant
monies be used in 2011 (with $25,000 our share) to commence the project and that the Financial
Plan be amended to approve a $750,000 total project budget with more details to be given in the
2012 Financial Plan.

________________________________
Paul Fenwick
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
DAKOTA RIDGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
June 21, 2011
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE DAKOTA RIDGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD IN THE CEDAR ROOM OF THE SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT OFFICES,
1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, BC

PRESENT:

Chair

Peg Neilon

Members

Ron Skene
Urs Pfaeffli
Celia Robben
Craig Moore
Jamie Mani

ALSO PRESENT:

Contractor
Sub Contractor
Parks Planning Coordinator
Parks Secretary - Recorder

Michael McLaughlin
Wendy Rockerfellow
Sam Adams
Geri Gelineau

REGRETS:

Parks Services Manager

Carleen McDowell
Lydia Watson
Lorne Carroll

CALL TO ORDER 5:10 p.m.

AGENDA

The Agenda was adopted as received.

MINUTES
Recommendation No. 1

Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee Minutes

The Dakota Ridge Advisory Committee recommended that the minutes of the meeting held March
14, 2011 be received.
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NEW BUSINESS
Proposed 2011 Dakota Ridge Business Plan
Best Coast Initiatives (BCI), through an Expression of Interest, was awarded the job of developing
the Dakota Ridge Business Plan. The work will be performed by Primary Consultants, Michael
McLaughlin of Rural Futures, who is contracted by BCI. Mr. McLaughlin, who is a resident of the
Sunshine Coast, will be delivering the economic development services for the project. Joining his
team as sub contractor is Wendy Rockerfellow, CEO of Tsain-Ko Development Corporation here on
the Sunshine Coast.
Committee members and Consultants each introduced themselves and gave a brief description of
their background information.
Michael reviewed with the Committee the Dakota Ridge Business Plan agenda as follows:
 Overview of meeting objectives
 Review purposes of a business plan
 Review of business plan objectives
 Communication plan with the advisory committee members
 Identify resources and roles of major stakeholders
 Public meetings
And Scope of Work as follows:
 Review of previous plans and studies
 Public and stakeholder consultation
 Section deliverable
 Business plan development
 Product and services the business will provide
 Market and analysis and marketing plan
 Financial management
 Implementation schedule
 Business model
 Deliverable and timetable
Discussion ensued regarding who should be contacted to discuss different elements of Dakota Ridge
for the business plan, such as user demographics, road issues, trail information, watershed
information, logging history, etc. A list of contacts will be forwarded to Michael and Wendy for their
use.
Staff has been requested to organize and hold a public meeting mid or end of July, and to invite the
major user groups of Dakota Ridge such as, Search and Rescue, Senior’s groups, Tourism
Association, Sechelt Indian Government District, Jack Rabbits.
The committee was asked what they feel is the most important in regards to potential development for
the facility. The majority of the members felt that the road and transportation is currently the biggest
issue and that it must be concentrated on prior to any further development of trails or amenities.
Discussion ensued on the potential costs of road work, proposed cross country trail expansion, future
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amenities and the expansion of the parking and sledding areas.
Consultants will put together a list of questions and email them out to the committee for feedback.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM UNFINISED BUSINESS
Dakota Ridge Business Plan Ad Hoc Committee
It was decided that an ad hoc committee would not be required.
2011 Summer Projects
Discussion ensued regarding upcoming projects that the committee would like to see completed this
summer, such as development of a larger/wider sledding area for tots and teens, culvert work and
enlarging the parking area, Sam will be addressing the immediate road contingency issues.
Staff will begin working on developing a concept plan for an additional 30 extra parking spaces. It
was estimated that the extra spaces could pull in approximately $600 more per day.
It was estimated that the budget for the expansion of the parking area will be approximately
$12,000.00 to $15,000.00 and that fundraising will be required as there is no money left in the
Dakota Ridge budget. Craig suggested that he could organize a dance to help pay for a small part
upgrades, he figures approximately $2000.00 could be raised.
A couple of Committee members have requested to attend the July Community Services meeting to
request further funding that would go towards the parking lot and sledding area expansions.
Note: It was later noted by Management that funds will not be allocated by the Board until the
Dakota Ridge Five Year Business Plan has been reviewed and adopted. This is expected to take
place in September.
NEW BUSINESS
Parking Lot Items
 Look at snowshoe trails
 Planning for the 2011 addition to Cross Country BC (CCBC) magazine
 Future direction and vision
 Building of a volunteer booth-close to trail head, or on the road at the bridge, to
facilitate ticket/pass checking\
 Promote health and wellness plan to larger corporations on the Sunshine Coast.
NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be held at the call of the Chair.
ADJOURNMENT 7:15 p.m.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 13, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee – July 21, 2011

FROM:

Bruce Bauman – Manager Recreation Services

RE:

Parks and Recreation Fees and Charges – SCRD Bylaw 599

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report on Parks and Recreation
Fees and Charges – SCRD Bylaw 599 for information;
AND THAT the SCRD Board endorse the adjustment in fees and charges as proposed
effective September 1, 2011, and be referred to the Board for adoption on July 28, 2011.
BACKGROUND
In 2010 the Community Recreation Fees and Charges Bylaw 599 saw fee increases to coincide
with the HST effective July 1, 2010. In all cases this resulted in an increase of 7% to all
recreation fees and charges as contained in SCRD Bylaw 599.
In 2011 the SCRD participated in a survey of recreation departments on Vancouver Island to
compare fees and charges. In doing so the result was that the SCRD is on the high end of the
scale regarding the fees and changes as contained in bylaw 599.
A number of public comments were received in the past 12 months regarding our fees and
charges. The majority of these comments related to the public wanting further discounts for
multiple ticket admissions.
DISCUSSION
As part of the goal of Financial Sustainability in the Sunshine Coast Regional District Strategic
Plan it is our responsibility to review all fees and charges on an annual basis.
In reviewing fees and charges as contained in SCRD Bylaw 599 it is felt that only minor
adjustments are required for 2011. These adjustments are contained in the attached
documentation. In addition there are also discounts for 20 and 30 multiple ticket purchases. The
formula is now:
10 tickets
20 tickets
30 tickets

for the price of 9
for the price of 17
for the price of 25

Advisory Committee Input
The attached fees and charges were discussed with the RPSAC in June 2011. The committee
endorsed the adjustments as attached.
It is proposed that any adjustments to Parks and Recreation Fees & Charges – SCRD Bylaw
599, become effective September 1, 2011.
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Schedule E
Community Recreation Facilities Fees and Charges Bylaw No. 599
INCLUSIVE OF HST UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

Campsite Rentals
Katherine Lake
Tenting
Recreation Vehicle

I

$
$

2010

2010

Non Profit

Commercial

$
$

14.50
18.00

18.00
22.00

Schedule E
Community Recreation Facilities Fees and Charges Bylaw No. 599
INCLUSIVE OF HST UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
I

Campsite Rentals
Katherine Lake
Tenting
I
Recreation Vehicle

2011 Proposed
$
$

2011 Proposed

Non Profit
14.50
18.00

Commercial
18.00
$
22.00
$
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 4, 2011

TO:

SCRD Community Services Committee – July 21, 2011

FROM:

Deb Cole, Manager Pender Harbour Aquatic and Fitness Centre

RE:

PHAFC Fee Bylaw Amendment

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the PHAFC Fee Bylaw Amendment: Pender
Harbour Aquatic and Fitness Centre report;
AND THAT the Community Services Committee recommends to the SCRD Board:
a)

To add 20 and 30 Gym and Swim Punch cards to the payment options available to customers
of the PHAFC;

b)

To add 20 and 30 Fitness Punch cards to the payment options available to customers of the
PHAFC.

BACKGROUND
As part of the review process for all fees at the PHAFC it has been identified to add an option for
customers to be able to purchase 20 and 30 visit punch cards for both Gym and Swim and Fitness
activities.
The PHAFC had the options of the 20 and 30 visit punch cards in the past but removed them
during the last review and revisions of the Fee Bylaw. It has been requested by the public to reinstate the punch cards.
DISCUSSION
It is proposed to have the punch cards priced as following:
Gym and Swim



20 visits for the price of 17
30 visits for the price of 25

Adult
89.25
131.25
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Senior
80.75
118.75

Youth
72.25
106.25

Fitness
Adult
14.75
168.75

Senior
97.75
143.75

R
July 9, 2011
To the Sunshine Coast Regional District
Council Members, Staff and Honored Guests,
We, The Concerned Citizens of the Sunshine Coast, would like to see a better working
relationship with the Conservation Officers so that there can be more of a sense of safety
and harmony here on the Coast. Specifically, I would suggest a couple of changes:
1. The Conservation Officers could strive to maintain better public communication.
This means speedily and honestly answering phone calls from the public. Here are
some examples of questionable communication. When asked why and who set the
trap that harmed the dog, Sammie, Dean Miller replied, “I don’t know who set the
trap. No one has come to claim it. I guess it was set by a trapper for the fur.” How
is it that the officers who supervise agents hired to trap don’t know the details?
The second time they were contacted I was told by Murray Smith, “The trapper
has now moved all his traps away from where you were walking.” This was
hardly reassuring as I still didn’t know where the traps were or even how many
traps were still set. I also know that Ms. Sheena Short whose cat was caught in a
trap in Gibsons recently has yet to have her phone call returned by the
Conservation Officers.
2. My second suggestion is that the Conservation Officers work with us to develop
alternatives to traps, and if they must continue to use traps, find ways to make it
safer for the community. Some possible compromises might include: 1) more
closely supervising the placement and number of traps as well as checking them
every day when set. 2) posting signs in the larger area in which they are set such
as, “Warning! There are leghold and other traps in this area. Until further notice
please keep to paths and pets on leash.” Signs and traps should be promptly
removed once nuisance animals are caught. Certainly trapping for fur in an area as
highly populated as the Sunshine Coast should be a thing of the past.
In the report to Council on June 6, 2011, Ms. Angie Legault stated that there were three
trap lines on the Sunshine Coast, all of them abandoned. (“Discussion” #3) I’d like to
know how it is possible to have a trapper with an issued permit trapping for fur if all trap
lines are abandoned.
In summary, we of The Concerned Citizens of the Sunshine Coast would like a better
working relationship with the Conservation Officers through better communication and
compromise on both sides. We look forward to contributing to any recommendation to be
sent to the Provincial Government seeking an exclusion of Area 5-2 from the Trapping
Regulations.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
th
10

DATE:

July

TO:

Community Services Committee July

FROM:

Peter Longhi, Chief Building Inspector and Bylaw Manager

RE:

Medical Marihuana Access Program

,

2011
8t,
21

2011

Recommendation:
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report on Medical
Marijuana Access from the Chief Building Inspector for information;
AND THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board
provide a response to the Health Canada public consultation request for
recommendations on or before July 31, 2011, (as indicated in the federal
document attached), with respect to Medical Marijuana Grow Operations.

Discussion:
The following recommendations were made at the July Policing Committee:
Recommendation No. 1

Marthuana Medical Access Program

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that staff prepare a report for the July
21, 2011 Community Se,vices Committee regarding proposed improvements to the Marthuana
Medical Access Program to enable the submission of comments by July 31 from the Board to
Health Canada, and that the report covers building inspections of medicinal grow-ops sites vis
a vis existing and proposed federal requirements.
-

-

Chief Higgs asked to see the report before July21.
The
•
•
•

Policing Committee noted the SCRD Board may wish to note to Health Canada:
Number of marthuana plants allowed;
Organic product;
Home based vs. commercial medicinal production related to costs, availability and
safety;
• Identification to RCMP and other authorities.
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Attachments:
•
•

Government of Canada News release
Proposed improvement to Health Canada’s medical Marijuana
Access Program

Permits and Current Practice:
The SCRD Building Division issues building permits where modifications to buildings,
(be they residential or commercial, industrial or institutional in nature), involves
changes to the structural, fire /Iife safety, health requirements or change of use factors
as defined by the BC Building Code. As part of this process, inspections would be
conducted on site for these modifications which would include, but not be limited to,
structural elements, fire stops and fire separations, insulation, building resistance to
the elements, plumbing installations and domestic water supply.
The Regional District Building Division does not inspect gas or propane installations,
oil furnaces, septic system design or installation or electrical installations.
Where gas or electrical work takes place, a referral for the required permits to the
proper authority is made to follow up with their individual permit processes as no final
building inspection may be given without these authorities having been satisfied that
the work has been completed in accordance with the related standards.
Currently, construction and modifications related to any legal licensed marijuana
cultivation may not trigger a notification to the Building Division. The location and
timing of this activity is often not known to the local government or RCMP at the time
of construction or MMGO, (Medical Marijuana Grow Operation), license issuance, i.e.
like any other building permit, the owner must come forward to apply for a permit.
There has been a gap at the Federal level to disclose the license holders location or
intent to modify an existing building for the purposes of growing marijuana under a
legal license to local authorities.
In the case of Commercial or Industrial buildings being modified to facilitate Legal
license marijuana grows, once again the current philosophy of owners or the Federal
Government is to not advise the Local Government of their activity with a view to keep
a low profile.
Bylaw enforcement is only initiated when work on a building has taken place, and no
permits have been obtained.
How this information comes to Bylaw Enforcement is only by way of public complaint
or inter agency referral, (In keeping with the recent SCRD Board policy on Bylaw
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Enforcement, Section
1, “Complaint Criteria” or by staff checking on sudden
construction work without permits.
Proposed Federal Changes:
The licensing and administration of Legal Marijuana production for medical purposes
is exclusively under the Federal Government, Health Canada, jurisdiction.
It has been acknowledged by the Federal Health Minister Responsible that the
current structure for issuing MMGO, (Medical Marijuana Grow Operation), licenses is
flawed from a public safety perspective. There is a current Health Canada willingness
to engage the public to make recommendations as to how the production of Medical
Marijuana can be achieved safely without risk to growers, clients, or to the structures
they cultivate within, (by July 31, 2011).
At this time, it is anticipated that there will be no changes to how the SCRD Building
Division will respond to permits where Legal Grow operations are contemplated.
However, we should be informed where a building permit may be required.
As well, (as now), where grow operations have been revealed through Fire
Department action, (dealing with a fire as a result of this activity), or RCMP referral
processes, in accordance with the SCRD Bylaw Enforcement Policy Document, the
Building Division will treat these sites as Damaged Buildings. An SCRD Building
Division permit process for dealing with such buildings has been presented to the
Committee some time ago and suggested Committee modifications to the referral
process have recently been addressed.
Further to Policing Committee, the following aspects could be noted by the SCRD in a
referral to Health Canada:
1. Recommend to the Federal government as to the number of plants that
could be grown in a legal MMGO.
2. Recommend that the cultivation of “organic only” should be an option.
3. Recommend that safety concerns be addressed if home based operations
continue.
4. Recommend that identification of the location of the MMGO be revealed to
the RCMP and other Authorities in order to enhance safety compliance.
There may be other recommendations the committee wishes to refer to the SCRD
Board for inclusion in response to Health Canada.
Respecifully,
Peter Longhi
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Government of Canada Considers Improvements
to the Marihuana
Medical Access Program to Reduce the Risk of
Abuse and Keep our Children and Communities
Safe
News Release

2011-80
June 17, 2011
For Immediate release
Backarourider: Marihuana Medical Access Program
OTTAWA To reduce the risk of abuse and exploitation by crimin
al elements and keep
our children and communities safe, the Honourable Leona Agluk
kaq, Minister of Health,
today announced that the Government of Canada Is considering
improvements to the
Marihuana Medical Access Program.
-

“Our Government is very concerned that the current Marihuana Medic
al Access Program
is open to abuse and exploitation by criminal elements,” said Minist
er Agiukkaq. “That is
why we are proposing improvements to the program that will reduce
the risk of abuse
arid keep our children and communities safe, while significantly
improving the way
program participants access marihuana for medical purposes.”
The Government is launching ubllc consultations today with Canadlanc on
hø pmpncd
Improvements. A consultation document has been posted on
the Health Canada website
which contains the proposed Improvements. Interested Canadians
are invited to provide
comments until July 31, 2011. Input from these consultations
will be considered in the
development of new regulations, which Canadians will again
have an opportunity to
comment on when the proposed regulations appear In Canada
Gazette, Part I, in 2012.
“These proposed improvements reflect concerns we have heard
from all kinds of
Canadians including law enforcement, fire officials, municipalitie
s, program participants
and the medical profession,” said Minister Aglukkaq.
It Is important to note that the legalization or decriminalization
of marihuana is not a part
of these improvements. Marihuana will continue to be regulat
ed as a controlled substance
under the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act.
Until improvements to the program are In place, the process
for applying for an
authorization to possess and/or a license to produce marihuana
for medical purposes
under the Marihuana Medical Access Regulations will remain
the same.
Canadian Courts have established that Individuals who have
demonstrated a medIcal
need for marlhuana have a right under the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms to
possess and access a legal supply of marihuana. In recognition
of a need for a process to
provide seriously Ill Canadians with access to marihuana for
medical purposes, the
Government Introduced the Marihuana Medical Access Regula
tions in 2001. ActivitIes
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including possession, production and trafficking of marlhuaria other than as authorized
under the regulations remain Illegal.
The consultation document, “Pronosed Improvements to Health Canada’s Manhuana
Medical Access Program”, is available online.
A summary of the proposed changes can be found in the backgrounder below.
CallIn Rodgers
Office of the Honourable Leona Aglukkaq
Federal MInister of Health
(613) 957-0200
Public Enquiries:
(613) 957-2991
1-866 225-0709
Backgrounder
Marihuana Medical Access Program

News Release: Government of Canada consIders lmDrovements to the Marihuana Medical
Access Proaram to Reduce the Risk of Abuse and KeeD our Children and Communities

June 2012.
The Government of Canada is considering changes to the Marihuana Medical Access
Program to reduce the risk of abuse and exploitation by criminal elements and keep our
children and communities safe.
Health Canada would like to hear from Canadians on the proposed improvements. A
consultation document has been posted on our webslte, and Canadians are invited to
submit their comments by )uly 31, 2011.

How the Current Marihuana Medical Access Program Works
Under the current Program, Individuals wishing to use marihuana for medical purposes

must first obtain a declaration from a licensed medical practitioner who confirms that dried
marihuana is going to be used to alleviate a specific symptom associated with an identified
medical condition.
The Individual then applies to Health Canada to be authorized to possess dried marihuana.
Once authorized to possess, an individual has three options for accessing a legal supply of
marihuana:
purchase marihuana from Health Canada;
produce marihuana for themselves by applying for a personal-use production
licence; or,
designate someone to produce marihuana for them under a designated-person
production licence.
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Attachment Two
Health Canada proposed improvements to the Medical Marijuana access program
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Proposed Improvements to Health Canada’s Marihuana Medical
Access Program

Consultation Document
June 17, 2011

Table of Contents
1. Introduction
2. How to Comment on this Document
3. The Improvements under Consideration
4. How the Proposed Redesigned Proaram Would Work
1. Physician-Patient Interaction
2. Dried Marihuana Production and Distribution
5. Imnact on Current Program Participants Holding an Authorization to
Possess Marihuana for Medical Purposes
6. Impact on Current Program Participants Who Hold a Personal-Use or
Desig nated-Person Production Licence
7. Opportunity for Those Interested in Becoming a Licensed
Commercial Producer
Annex
1.
2.
3.

: The Current Marihuana Medical Access Program
Regulation of Marihuana in Canada
Program History
How the Program Works Now

1. Introduction
The Marihuana Medical Access Program (the Program) provides seriously ill
Canadians with access to marihuana for medical purposes. In recent years, a
wide range of stakeholders including police and law enforcement, fire officials,
physicians, municipalities, and program participants and groups representing their
interests, have identified concerns with the current program.
Some of the key concerns raised include:
•
the potential for diversion of marihuana produced for medical purposes to
the illicit market;
the risk of home invasion due to the presence of large quantities of dried
•
marihuana or marihuana plants;
•
public safety risks, including electrical and fire hazards, stemming from
the cultivation of marihuana in homes;
public health risks due to the presence of excess mould and poor air
•
quality associated with the cultivation of marihuana plants in homes;
•
the complexity and length of the application process for individuals who
wish to obtain an authorization to possess and/or a licence to produce marihuana;
•
the impact of increasing participation in the Program on the efficiency and
timeliness of the application and review process;
•
the fact that Health Canada only supplies one strain of dried marihuana;
and,
—1—
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•
the need for more current medical information pertaining to the risks and
benefits associated with the use of marihuana for medical purposes, as a means
of supporting discussions between physicians and their patients as to whether
such treatment is appropriate.
To address these concerns, Health Canada is considering improvements to the
Program. The proposed improvements would reduce the risk of abuse and
exploitation by criminal elements and keep our children and communities safe.
In this regard, Health Canada would like to hear from Canadians about the
improvements under consideration. You are invited to provide comments on this
document.
The legalization or decriminalization of marihuana is not part of these changes.
Marihuana will continue to be regulated as a controlled substance under the
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act (CDSA).
Until any of the proposed improvements to the Program are in place, the process
for applying for an authorization to possess and/or a licence to produce
marihuana for medical purposes under the Marihuana Medical Access Regulations
(MMAR) will remain the same.

2. How to Comment on this Document
The proposed improvements outlined in Sections 3 to 7 of this document
represent the foundation of a redesigned program that addresses many of the
concerns the Government of Canada has heard about the current program.
If you are interested in providing comments on this document, please do so by
July 31, 2011.

By Email: consultations-marihuanahc-sc.cic.ca
By Fax: 613-946-4224
By Mail:
Marihuana Consultations
Controlled Substances and Tobacco Directorate
Health Canada
Mail Room, Federal Records Centre Bldg 18
1st Floor, 161 Goldenrod Driveway, Tunney’s Pasture
Ottawa ON K1A 0K9
-

Please note that Health Canada is committed to reviewing and considering all
comments received by July 31, 2011.

3. The Improvements under Consideration
The improvements being considered would not alter the Program’s intent to
provide seriously ill Canadians with reasonable access to a legal source of
marihuana for medical purposes, where conventional treatments are not
appropriate and/or have failed to provide necessary relief.
The core of the redesigned Program would be a new, simplified process in which
Health Canada no longer receives applications from program participants. A new
-2-
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supply and distribution system for dried marihuana that relies on licensed
commercial producers would be established. These licensed commercial
producers, who would be inspected and audited by Health Canada so as to ensure
that they comply with all applicable regulatory requirements, would be able to
cultivate any strain(s) of marihuana they choose. Finally, the production of
marihuana for medical purposes by individuals in homes and communities would
be phased out.
Individuals wishing to use marihuana for medical purposes would still be required
to consult a physician who is licensed to practice medicine in Canada.

4. How the Proposed Redesigned Program Would Work
4.1 Physician-Patient Interaction
Health Canada maintains that the determination as to whether the use of
marihuana for medical purposes is appropriate for a particular individual is best
made through a discussion with their physician. In this regard, Health Canada is
proposing to eliminate the categories of conditions or symptoms for which an
individual may possess marihuana for medical purposes under the MMAR.
Individuals would continue to be required to consult a physician to obtain
access to marihuana for medical purposes. Since categories would be eliminated,
there would no longer be a requirement for some individuals to obtain the support
of a specialist in addition to their primary care physician in order to access
marihuana for medical purposes.
The existing medical declaration would be replaced by a new document
provided by the physician to the individual. Health Canada will consult the medical
community on the form this document will take.
Individuals would no longer be required to submit information to Health
Canada to be authorized to possess dried marihuana. Instead, they would submit
their physician’s document directly to a licensed commercial producer.
Health Canada will establish an Expert Advisory Committee to improve
physician access to comprehensive, accurate and up-to-date information on the
use of marihuana for medical purposes, thereby facilitating informed decisionmaking with respect to the use of marihuana for medical purposes.
Health Canada would work with the medical community, their
provincial/territorial licensing authorities and their associations on the proposed
improvements to the program.

4.2 Dried Marihuana Production and Distribution
Under the proposed redesigned program, Health Canada would no longer
enter into a contract with a commercial entity to supply and distribute dried
marihuana and marihuana seeds.
The only legal source of dried marihuana would be commercial producers,
who would be licensed by Health Canada to produce and distribute dried
marihuana. Individuals would purchase their supply of dried marihuana from one
of these licensed commercial producers.
Personal and designated production would be phased out.
In order to be licensed by Health Canada, licensed commercial producers
would have to demonstrate compliance with requirements related to, for example,
product quality, personnel, record-keeping, safety and security, disposal and
reporting, as set out in new proposed regulations. These controls would aim to

-3-
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ensure the quality of the product being purchased by program participants, as
well as the security of production sites.
Health Canada would establish a comprehensive compliance and
enforcement regime for licensed commercial producers, centered on regular
audits and inspections.
Licensed commercial producers would be required to comply with specific
product labelling and packaging requirements. The label and/or the package itself
could be one way by which a program participant could demonstrate that their
supply of marihuana is legal.
Licensed commercial producers would only be permitted to produce
marihuana indoors.
Licensed commercial producers would be able to produce any strain(s) of
marihuana, thus giving individuals greater choice as to which strain(s) they wish
to use.
Licensed commercial producers would set the price for marihuana for
medical purpose.
Licensed commercial producers would only be able to send the dried
marihuana they cultivate to individuals by registered mail or bonded courier.

5. Impact on Current Program Participants Holding
Authorization to Possess Marihuana for Medical Purposes

an

With the proposed redesigned Program, there would be no change to the
important first step of an individual consulting with their physician in order to
obtain access to marihuana for medical purposes. In response to concerns raised
by the medical community regarding the clinical use of marihuana, Health Canada
is committed to working with the medical community on the identification of
reference information that supports appropriate physician-patient consultation on
this issue.
Once it has been determined that the use of marihuana for medical
purposes is appropriate, the physician would provide the individual with a
document.
Individuals would then send the physician’s document directly to a licensed
commercial producer of their choice. The licensed producer would validate the
document from the physician by confirming that the physician is licensed to
practice medicine in Canada. The licensed producer would register the individual
as a customer and would process the order for a specific amount of dried
marihuana. Health Canada would maintain an up-to-date list of licensed producers
on its website, and work with the medical community to disseminate this
information as widely as possible.
The distribution of dried marihuaria by licensed commercial producers to
program participants would be by registered mail or bonded courier only.
Participants would no longer receive an authorization to possess or an
identification card from Health Canada. Health Canada will consult on how best to
establish that an individual is in lawful possession of a legal source of dried
ma nh ua na.

6. Impact on Current Program Participants Who Hold
Personal-Use or Designated-Person Production Licence
-4-
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a

Within the proposed redesigned Program, only licensed commercial
producers will be legally allowed to supply individuals with marihuana for medical
purposes. Personal and designated production would be phased out.
That said, as the Government of Canada is committed to ensuring access to
an uninterrupted legal source of dried marihuana, it will notify all holders of
personal-use and designated-person production licences well in advance of the
coming-into-effect of any improvements to the Program. A detailed transition plan
will be shared with stakeholders when proposed regulations are pre-published in
Canada Gazette, Part I.

7. Opportunity for Those Interested in Becoming a Licensed
Commercial Producer
Health Canada is aware that transition to the proposed redesigned Program
requires access to an adequate supply of dried marihuana to meet the needs of
current and future Program participants. In this regard, Health Canada has
identified compliance with requirements relating to the following aspects of
production and distribution as being key to obtaining a commercial producer
licence:
Dried Marihuana Production, Distribution and Disposition
indoor production in a non-residential area;
physical security standards;
product quality standards;
packaging and labelling standards; and
requirements for the disposal of excess plant material, excess dried marihuana
and/or expired dried marihuana.
Personnel
o designation of an individual responsible for managing the production and
distribution of dried marihuana; and
o specific qualifications for all personnel involved in production and distribution.
Record-keeping and Reporting
o requirements to keep records relating to all on-site activities for a set period of
time, and the ability to provide set records to Health Canada on request; and
o requirements for reporting on activities associated with the cultivation of
marihuana and the distribution of dried marihuana.
Compliance and Enforcement
o pre-qualification audits and pre-licence inspections; and
o inspections and/or audits on an ongoing basis.
o
o
o
o
o

•

•

•

Annex: The Current Marihuana Medical Access Program
1.. Regulation of Marihuana in Canada
Marihuana is included in Schedule II to the Controlled Drugs and
Substances Act (CDSA), and as such, is regulated as a controlled substance in
Canada. This means that all activities, e.g., possession, possession for the
purposes of trafficking, production, importation, exportation, trafficking, and
possession for the purposes of exporting, are illegal except as authorized by
regulation. Illegal activities associated with marihuana are considered to be
criminal offences and are subject to the penalties set out in the CDSA.
-5-
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2. Program History
In 1999, Health Canada established the Marihuana Medical Access Program
(the Program) so as to provide seriously ill Canadians suffering from grave and
debilitating illnesses with access to a legal source of dried marihuana for medical
purposes. In the original Program, Health Canada authorized individuals to
possess marihuana and/or to produce a limited number of plants for medical use
through exemptions issued under section 56 of the CDSA.
In July 2000, the Ontario Court of Appeal found fault with the discretionary
way in which Health Canada was using Section 56 of the CDSA as the means of
granting authorization to possess and/or produce dried marihuana for medical
purposes. In response, Health Canada established the Marihuana Medical Access
Regulations (MMAR).
The MMAR set out a scheme by which any seriously ill Canadian can, with a
declaration from a physician, obtain an authorization to possess and/or a licence
to produce dried marihuana for their own personal medical use. The MMAR also
provide for an authorized person to designate someone to grow marihuana on
their behalf. In 2003, the MMAR were amended to provide for the option for
authorized persons to obtain dried marihuana or marihuana seeds for medical
purposes by Health Canada. This supply is currently provided under contract by
Prairie Plant Systems Inc.
Since 2003, the MMAR have been amended on a number of occasions, so as
to streamline the Program, respond to stakeholder concerns and/or address
additional court decisions.

3. How the Program Works Now
Eligibility
Under the current Program, individuals suffering from life-threatening or chronic
medical conditions must first obtain the support of a licensed medical practitioner
who completes a medical declaration stating that dried marihuana is going to be
used to alleviate a specific symptom associated with an identified medical
condition. The individual then includes this medical declaration in their application
for an authorization to possess. To be authorized to possess marihuana, an
individual’s symptoms and conditions must fall within one of two possible
categories:
Category 1.: any symptom treated as part of compassionate end-of-life
care or for symptoms related to specific medical conditions, namely:
Severe pain and/or persistent muscle spasms from multiple sclerosis, a
spinal cord injury;
Severe pain, cachexia, anorexia, weight loss, and/or severe nausea from
cancer or HIV/AIDS infection;
Severe pain from severe forms of arthritis; or,
Seizures from epilepsy.
Category 2: a debilitating symptom that is associated with a medical
condition or with the medical treatment of that condition, other than those
described in Category 1.

-6-
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Authorization to Possess
If an individual’s application meets all of the requirements set out in the MMAR,
Health Canada must issue an authorization to possess marihuana for medical
purposes to the applicant. The applicant’s physician is always notified when an
authorization to possess is issued.
Authorized individuals then have three options to obtain a supply of dried
marihuana for medical purposes. They can:
1.
Apply for a personal-use production licence authorizing them to grow their
own supply of marihuana; or,
2.
Designate someone to produce on their behalf under a designated-person
production licence.
3.
Purchase dried marihuana from Health Canada

Licensed Production
As set out above, there are two different types of licences to produce marihuana
for medical purposes: personal-use production licences and designated-person
production licences. All licences set out specific terms and conditions applicable to
the licence, including the maximum amount of marihuana a licence holder may
possess at any one time, and the maximum number of plants that are allowed to
be in cultivation at any one time.

-7-
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 4th, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee—July 21st, 2011

FROM:

Peter Longhi, Chief Building Inspector and Bylaw Manager

RE:

Building Department Statistics for June , 2011.

RECOMMENDATIONS

THAT the Community Services Committee recommends to the SCRD Board that
the Chief Building Inspector’s report regarding Building Division Statistics, to
th
June 30
2011 be received.

BACKGROUND

Building activity by area has been tracked and reported on the attached VADIM and
tt1)
EXCEL reports year to date, (June 30
In addition, a four year history is provided.
Area A has been the focus of activity this month largely attributed to several permits for
residential construction projects for new construction and renovations/additions.
Construction values and permit revenues are more in line with what is expected for
activity for the month of June based on historical trends but less than 2009. Permit
activity did experience a slow start this year.
Staff will continue to carefully monitor revenues and expenditures on a monthly basis.
Also attached to this report for information is a construction forecast graph indicating
“Construction Trends in BC” for the coming years.
One staff member, (a Building Inspector), who has been off on short term disability still
has not returned.
Work on building maintenance reports for SCRD owned buildings is still underway,
albeit slowly as a result of one inspector being off. Building Assessments have been
completed on four SCRD buildings so far; Grantham’s Hall, Roberts Creek Fire
Department, Gibson’s Library and Sechelt Arena. Current report work is underway on
the Mason Road site and the Ranger Station in Ponder Harbour is expected to be the
next building group to assess.
Respectfully submitted,

Peter Longhi

H:\WP\201 1\Building Department\REPORTS 201 1\Building Stats Jun 2011 .docx
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6P5700
Date: Jul 04,
Status Code:
Year:
Period:

SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
Permit Type:
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Area:

All
All
All Areas

Page: 1
2011
Time: 10:40 am
ISSUED
2011
6 To 6

BUILDING DEPARTMENT MONTHLY REPORT
For the Month of: June 2011
Three Year Construction Type Comparison
Work Code Description
ADDITIONANDALTERATION
WOOD STOVE/CHIMNEY
AUXILIARY DWELLING
COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
DEMOLITION
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
MULTIFAMILY DWELLINGS
NEW CONSTRUCTION
SWIMMING POOL
plumbing fixtures only for SFD
PERMIT RENEWAL
SINGLEFAMILYDWELLING
SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING
Special Inspection
TEMPORARY PERMIT
TENANT IMPROVEMENT
UPGRADE
RETAINING WALL
WOOD STOVE/ CHIMNEY
AUXILIARY BUILDING
CHANGE OF USE
Total Permits:

2011

2010

2009

16
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
1

17
0
0
2
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
14
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
11
0

13
0
0
0
3
0
2
0
1
1
2
0
11
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
8
1

40

51

43

‘/i732.

TotaiBillings:
Total Project Values:
Cumulative Values:

$
$

53,Sitoo
$
$

3,617,850.00
21,299,950.00

51,759.49

$
$

5,996,660.00
31,324,390.00

7,033,000.00
29,701,800.00

District Breakdown
District Name

Total Number of Permits

Total Billings

Total Project Values

12
14
3
5
6

19,328.00
6,137.00
2,908.00
4,569.00
2,109.00

2,224,750.00
566,000.00
271,600.00
469,500.00
86,000.00

Area A
AREA B
Area D
Area E
AREA F
Grand Totals:
:: : : ::::: : :::

: :: :‘?:

::::

.

—

::: : :

: :3:1:

Rate Breakdown
Rate Name
APPLICATION FEE
APPLICATION PAYMENT
BUILDING MISC
BUILDING PERMIT OFFICE EXPENSE
SPECIAL& REINSPECTION
CIVICADDRESS
SUBSOIL DRAINAGE
MICROFILMING
PENALTY
PLUMBING FIXTURES
RESIDENTIAL PERMIT

Total Number of Permits Using Rates

Rate Total Billings

37
35
1
26
1
6
13
37
3
14
41

4,980.00
-5,480.00
85.00
52.00
100.00
1,050.00
650.00
1,270.00
296.00
2,624.00
27,655.00
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Property Tax Requisition
Building Permit Fees
Other Permit Fees
Renewal Fees

Open Bal
Current

554
0

139

-552

249,055

Expenditures

BUILDING INSPECTION Total

249,055

3,158
3,012.
1,786

3,089
1,971
1,573

2,184
793

12,412

57,144

57,144

0
0

0

0
0

0
0
156
126

38
283

3,701
700

0
44,679
10,332
1,178
119

47,068

-44,732

139,452
40,109

520 Building Inspection Servic

-

01 -2-520-464 Repairs & Mtce Vehicle

-

01-2-520-345 Computer Software/Support
01-2-520-381 Legal Fees
01-2-520-458 Fuel/lubricants Vehicle
01-2-520-461 Insurance/licence Vehicle

01-2-520-293 Office Expenses
01-2-520-314 Telephone &Alarm Lines
01-2-520-320 Travel
01-2-520-338 Dues & Subscriptions

-

01-2-520-200 Administrative Services
01-2-520-220 Salaries & Wages
01-2-520-225 Benefits
01-2-520-227 Wcb Building Inspection Services
01-2-520-235 Training & Development
01-2-520-257 Clothing/laundering
01 -2-520-281 Materials & Supplies

520 Building Inspection Services

Expenditures

-249,608

Revenues

-44,732

-68
-3

-416
0
-249,608

0
-494

-50
-1,687

0
-42,079
-2,088

-50,000
-190,299
-7,156

520 Building Inspection Servic

01-1-520-118 Title Searches
01-1-520-128 Other Revenue
01-1-520-150 Surplus Prior Year

01-1-520-015
01-1-520-113
01-1-520-115
01-1-520-116

520 Building Inspection Services

BUILDING INSPECTION
Revenues

Account No.

Description
Year to Date
Budget

11,860

306,199

306,199

3,158
3,012
1,786

1,971
1,573

920
693
3,089

38
283
2,340

819

184,131
50,441
4,879

47,068

-294,339

-294,339

-484
-3

-50
-2,181

-9,244

-50,000
-232,378

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

-11,860

-306,199

-306,199

-3,158
-3,012
-1,786

-3,089
-1,971
-1,573

-920
-693

-38
-283
-2,340

-819

-184,131
-50,441
-4,879

-47,068

294,339

294,339

3

50
2,181
484

50,000
232,378
9,244

Variance

Budget:
Group by:

Year
:
Period :

2011
6

GL5330
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0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0

% Used

Actual Amount
Default

Page:
10:41 am
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DATE:

July

TO:

Community Services Committee July 21st, 2011

FROM:

Peter Longhi, Chief Building Inspector and Bylaw Manager

RE:

Animal Control 2011 Second Quarter Statistics

-

RECOMMENDATIONS

THAT the Community Services Committee recommends that the SCRD Board receives
Chief Building Inspector’s report regarding the Animal Control Second Quarter Statistics
for 2011.

BACKGRouND

Five and one half years of data is given in this report on the Graph attached.
Staffing for this function had been reduced to four days per week as part of the 2010
budget and continues to be four days per week for 2011.
For the first half of 2011 there is a heightened number of dog control files. One
explanation for this could be a larger than historical number of visitors to the area with
dogs that somehow are either escaping their owners control or are just visiting and are
the source of complaints regarding barking, threats to people, or local dogs causing
more problems.
There has been an increase of dog impounded this year as a result.
The breakdown for dog impounds the first half of 2011 is as follows:
Area B —7
AreaD—21
Area E—12
Area F—7

Respectfully submitted
Peter Longhi

H:\WP\201 1\BuiIding Department\REPORTS 201 1\animal control stats 2011 .docx
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SCRD
DOG CONTROL OFFICER
2011
MONTHLY REPORT
NEW FHES BY AREA

RETURNED
TO OWNER

DOGS
IMPOUNDED

DOG
TOTAL

TRANSFER
TOSPCA

B

D

E

F

S

FILE
TOTAL

January

3

9

12

0

2

7

6

5

0

20

February

2

12

14

2

6

11

9

7

0

33

March

1

11

12

0

0

7

5

3

0

15

April

1

3

4

0

5

1

3

3

0

12

May

2

8

10

0

8

9

4

2

1

24

June

1

4

5

0

6

5

8

2

4

25

10

47

57

2

27

40

35

22

5

129
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 12th, 2011

TO:

st,
Community Services Committee July 21
2011

FROM:

Peter Longhi, Chief Building Inspector and Bylaw Manager

RE:

Bylaw Enforcement 2011 Second Quarter Statistics

-

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board receives the
Chief Building Inspector’s report regarding the Bylaw Enforcement Statistics for second
quarter 2011.

BACKGROUND

Two year of historical data has been provided on the attached graph and spreadsheet
as well as the first and second quarter cumulative statistics for the first half of 2011.
Staffing levels remain at four days per week.
A new file is only created when a complaint requires more staff time than just a phone
call to resolve; for example the new file will require some research, a site visit,
consultation, letters etc. Ongoing files in this report are related to files opened at the
beginning of this year or late last year that remain unresolved to date.
The majority of new bylaw complaints are originating from Elphinstone and Robert’s
Creek areas. Ongoing files are significantly up from the last two years as a result of
incomplete building permit application files from Area A. With further follow up, these
should work through processes and be closed by fourth quarter in 2011.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter Longhi
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SUNSHINE COAST EMERGENCY PROGRAM
PLANNING COMMITTEE
June 29, 2011

MINUTES FROM THE SUNSHINE COAST EMERGENCY PROGRAM PLANNING
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD AT THE SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
OFFICES, 1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, BC

PRESENT: Chair, SCEP Coordinator
BCAS, Gibsons
CKAY
Coast Guard Auxilliary
District of Sechelt/Deputy EPO
EMBC
Emergency Social Services
Fire Departments - Gibsons
- Roberts Creek
- Sechelt
Ministry of Forests, Lands & Natural Resource Operations
RCMP
RCMP
Salvation Army
SCRD, CAO
Search and Rescue
Admin. Assistant, Community Services Dept./Recorder

CALL TO ORDER

Bill Elsner
Ray Mcclean
Sean Eckford
Bob McKee
Bruce Haynes
Mike Andrews
Marilyn Pederson
Bob Stevens
Bruce Searle
Bill Higgs
Rick Machowski
S/Sgt. Herb Berdahl
Sgt. Russ Howard
Matthew Hardman
John France
Harry Almond
Lynda Edstrom

3:00 pm

INTRODUCTIONS
Introductions were made.
AGENDA
The agenda for the meeting was accepted.
MINUTES
Marilyn Pederson / Rick Machowski
THAT the minutes of the Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning Committee meeting of
meeting held June 2, 2011 be adopted.
CARRIED
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REPORTS
Agency Reports
Marilyn Pederson, EEC - Buckle-up Bears Course - They are planning infant car seat clinics in
September at the Gibsons Firehall in the morning and one in the afternoon at the Sechelt Fire Hall.
Bob Stevens noted he has 6 persons signed up. The recent Amateur Radio and ESS barbeque was a
success. Marilyn noted it has been quiet.
Chief Bill Higgs, SVFD - Bill noted he has met with E-Comm recently and discussed operational
issues. He is trying to pursue options to eliminate grow-op fire issues. He will be meeting July 4,
2011 with the Sunshine Coast Policing Committee to discuss grow-op fire issues.
S/Sgt. Herb Berdahl, RCMP - A bicycle training course is underway and the 5 day course will
include tactical training. This will allow members to take bikes by boat and do patrols on the
islands. By September there should be 10 qualified boat operators with basic water and advanced
water training.
Sgt. Russ Howard, RCMP - They are trying to get the marine vessel to patrol in the Pender
Harbour area more often. There was a recent boat collision in Pender Harbour and one person was
medivaced out. He has taken the Swift Water Rescue online course, noting it is a very good
course. He will check if the RCMP can obtain credit for taking this course. There have been fires
at the mine site at the end of Mason Road. The area has become a party site. SVFD has responded
although this is out of their area. Rich Machowski said to call the Forest Service who will
respond.
Harry Almond, Search and Rescue - It has been a quiet month. Some members did respond to a
mutual aid call in the in lower mainland. They had a meeting with the Coast Guard Auxiliary in
Half moon Bay and are planning a joint exercise soon.
Ray Mcclean, BCAS - All has been quiet. The Scouts Jamboree is from July 9 - 16. A first
responder meeting will be held next Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
Chief Bob Stevens, GVFD - All has been quiet with some minor calls.
Bob Mckee, Coast Guard Auxiliary - Their new boat was dedicated to service in Sechelt Inlet this
week and was well attended. They were tasked out on Monday. A sidewinder was found running
tied up to a log boom with no one around. The RCMP was called. Bill Elsner met with Tim
Adams regarding using the One Call System for paging the Coast Guard Auxiliary.
Mike Andrews, Emergency Management BC - Noted there has been a 140% snowfall. Flooding
has not occurred due to the mild weather. There are trees lying in the Lillooet River from last
year’s slide and some have stated to come down river as the waters rise. EMBC is doing some
emergency mitigation there. There have been landslides in the Fraser Canyon. There was a major
search and rescue in the Stein Valley but the persons were not found and the search was called off.
There have been a number of missing person searches the past year who have not been found.
They are gearing up for the fire season. They have teams seconded from various ministries for
their operations centre.
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They would like to discuss provincial disaster transportation logistics at a future SCEP meeting.
He would like to invite Gregg Clackson from BC Ferries to attend.
A warship will be sunk near Gambier Island. Mike will inform Bill Elsner of the date and time if
anyone wants to observe.
Matthew Hardman, Salvation Army - He noted all has been quiet.
Chief Bruce Searle, RCVFD - Noted all has been quiet. There was one accident by the firehall
that involved a motorcycle. The cyclist was medivaced out. He stated there needs to be a “No
Stopping” sign in front of the firehall.
Sean Eckford, CKAY - The station received a false alarm from the Tsunami Warning Centre.
They received a retraction via fax but no phone call. Bob Morris will be the contact in August
when Sean is away.
Rick Machowski, Sechelt Fire Base - Noting all has been quiet. Their last contingent will be
returning from the Alberta fires. It has been quiet nationally except for the Northwest Territories
and Northern Ontario which has been very dry. Warmer weather is predicted for the Coast next
week. They have 3 IA crews on the Sunshine Coast and 1 in Powell River. On the Canada Day
weekend they will have one crew and an officer on standby. Environment Canada has revised their
weather predictions to be more on the normal side nationally.
Bill Elsner, Emergency Program Coordinator - An amateur radio repeater is being installed on the
Regional District of Nanaimo roof at their Transit Yard. A new contact and call out sheet was
distributed. The Emergency Program is in process of distributing CPR Anytime Kits to
community organizations coastwide. This is a compression only CPR video course. It is hoped
that the 600 kits will train 6000 people. Bill is on holidays from June 30 to July 10.
E-Comm was consulted and said they will contact Bill or Marilyn if an incident commander
requests them to.
EOC Jeopardy
The group played a game of EOC Jeopardy.

NEXT MEETING

September 28, 2011 unless needed earlier.

ADJOURNMENT

4:00 p.m.
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SUNSHINE COAST POLICING COMMITTEE
July 4, 2011

MINUTES FROM THE SUNSHINE COAST POLICING COMMITTEE HELD AT THE
SCRD OFFICES, 1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, BC.

PRESENT:
(Voting Members)

SCRD Director, Town of Gibsons
SCRD Director District of Sechelt
SCRD Director, Sechelt Indian Band
SCRD Director Area A
SCRD Director Area B, SCRD Chair
SCRD Director, Area D
SCRD Director, Area E
SCRD Director, Area F
Roberts Creek Representative
SC Youth Awareness
ALSO PRESENT:

Barry Janyk, Chair
Keith Thirkell
Jordan Louie
Eric Graham
Garry Nohr
Donna Shugar
Lorne Lewis
Lee Turnbull
CarolAnn Glover
Greg Russell

Alternate Director, Area F
Joyce Clegg
Crimestoppers
Mary Bitroff
RCMP, Detachment Commander
S/Sgt Herb Berdahl
RCMP, Admin NCO
Cpl. Steve Chuby
SCRD, CAO
John France
SCRD GM Community Services Dept.
Paul Fenwick
SCRD Admin. Assistant
Lynda Edstrom
Sunshine Coast Speedwatch
John Hurd
SVFD
Chief Bill Higgs
GVFD
Chief Bob Stevens
Press - CKAY
Sean Eckford
Press - Coast Reporter
Ali Nichol
_____________________________________________________________________________

CALL TO ORDER 9:05 AM
Introductions were made.

AGENDA
The agenda for the meeting was accepted as amended.
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DELEGATION
Chief Bill Higgs, Sechelt Volunteer Fire Department
Bill Higgs addressed the Committee regarding marihuana grow-ops. He noted there are issues
with legal and illegal grow-ops on the Sunshine Coast. The SVFD has recently attended two
grow-op fires. Illegal grow-op locations give the appearance of being normally occupied and
are potentially dangerous to first responders entering these homes. The homes can contain
unfused electrical, booby-traps etc. He asked the Committee to provide support regarding the
proposed federal legislation (Marihuana Medical Access Program consultative process). The
SVFD has been lobbying for changes to the regulations through the Fire Chief’s Association of
BC. He would like to see the medicinal marihuana taken out of homes and relocated into a
central facility that would be inspected and regulated. Both legal and illegal grow-ops present
the same dangers to first responders. Grow-op “rips” can also occur in legal and illegal
operations. He also advocates prosecution of illegal production/sale due to the safety issues.
Recommendation No. 1

Marihuana Medical Access Program

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that staff prepare a report for the July 21,
2011 Community Services Committee regarding proposed improvements to the Marihuana
Medical Access Program to enable the submission of comments by July 31 from the Board to
Health Canada, and that the report covers building inspections of medicinal grow-ops sites vis a
vis existing and proposed federal requirements.
- Chief Higgs asked to see the report before July 21.
- The Policing Committee noted the SCRD Board may wish to note to Health Canada:
 Number of marihuana plants allowed;
 Organic product;
 Home based vs. commercial medicinal production related to costs, availability and
safety;
 Identification to RCMP and other authorities.
Recommendation No. 2

Marijuana Medical Access Program

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the resolution from the Fire Chiefs
Association of BC regarding Notification of Federal Medical Marijuana Use Authorizations, the
news release from the Ministry of Health regarding the Marijuana Medical Access Program and
addition information from Chief Higgs be received.
MINUTES
Recommendation No. 3

Minutes

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the minutes of the meeting held May
2, 2011 be received.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Recommendation No. 4

RCMP 2010 Annual Report

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the RCMP 2010 Annual report be
received.
Note The RCMP will check if Nelson and Hardy Islands are included in their area.
 The Committee asked that “islands” be added to page 9 of the Annual Report on their
website.
Bicycle Training - The RCMP noted they have 6 members trained on bicycles which can be used
to patrol the islands.
Sea-to-Sky Highway Patrol -There are 2 Sea-to-Sky Highway Patrol members stationed on the
Sunshine Coast. If concerns arise, they should be addressed to their Supervisor in Squamish.
Recommendation No. 5

Sea-To-Sky Highway Patrol

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that Sea-to-Sky Highway Patrol
personnel be invited to attend the September 12, 2011 Sunshine Coast Policing Committee
meeting to discuss traffic services, either in person or by phone.
Recommendation No. 6

Youth Action and Awareness Committee Minutes

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the Sunshine Coast Youth Action &
Awareness Committee minutes of May 27, 2011 be received.
Recommendation No. 7

Intergovernmental Meeting

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the topic of a Sechelt Youth Centre
be forwarded to the District of Sechelt for inclusion on the next Intergovernmental Meeting
Agenda;
AND THAT the District of Sechelt be asked to invite members of the Youth Action and
Awareness Committee to give a presentation at the next Intergovernmental Meeting;
AND FURTHER THAT staff from the Gibsons Youth Centre and the RCMP also be invited to
attend.
REPORTS
Calling RCMP After Hours - S/Sgt Berdahl stated that 9-1-1 should be called after hours if there
is concern regarding excessively loud music, beach parties, vandalism etc. The Police Non
Emergency Number (604-885-2266) should be answered by E-COMM after hours and is not an
answering machine. The RCMP will investigate if this is the case.
Mission Point Park, Davis Bay - Director Thirkell noted that Mission Point Park is a location
for parties. No beach fire are allowed. He asked RCMP to investigate if they see beach fires
when passing by.
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Marlene and Margaret Roads, Roberts Creek - Director Shugar noted the foot of Marlene Road
and the foot of Margaret Road in Roberts Creek are also locations for parties. She asked that
these areas be patrolled.
Recommendation No. 8

RCMP Monthly Report

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the RCMP Monthly Report be
received.
Written copies of the report were distributed to the Committee.
Sea Cavalcade (July 22-25) - Mayor Janyk noted there is no entertainment scheduled for the
Friday night of Sea Cavalcade. The RCMP noted they will be out in full force for all three days.
Gibsons Detachment - Mayor Janyk stated that the new Gibsons Detachment building is being
redesigned and the size increased by 25%. He noted they are working on budget implications.
Recommendation No. 9

SIGD Community Consultative Group

The Sunshine Coast Policing Committee recommended that the Sunshine Coast Policing
Committee Terms of Reference be reviewed to consider including a Sechelt Indian Government
District “Community Consultative Group” representative as a member of the committee.
NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be held on September 12, 2011 at 9:00 am.
ADJOURNMENT

10:45 a.m.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 13, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee, July 21, 2011

FROM:

Andrew Allen, Planner

RE:

WEST HOWE SOUND OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW 640

RECOMMENDATION
THAT West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Bylaw 640 be forwarded to the Board
for consideration of First Reading;
AND THAT Bylaw 640 be referred to Planning and Development Committee in September
for consideration of Second Reading and scheduling a public hearing.

Background
In accordance with the Local Government Act, an Official Community Plan (OCP) is a statement
of objectives and policies to guide decisions on planning and land use management and must
indicate the approximate location, amount, and type of:
Residential density and development required to meet anticipated housing needs over a
period of at least 5 years;
Affordable Housing;
Any commercial, industrial, institutional, agricultural, recreational and public utility land
uses;
Restrictions on the use of land that is subject to hazardous conditions or that is
environmentally sensitive to development;
The phasing of any major road, sewer and water systems; public facilities, including
schools, parks and waste treatment and disposal sites;
Targets for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in the area covered by the plan;
and
Sand and gravel deposits that are suitable for future sand and gravel extraction.

Having been developed with extensive public consultation over the past three years, the
proposed West Howe Sound OCP addresses all of the above in a complete form for introduction
of First and Second Reading. Thus, at this time, it is recommended that the draft OCP be
recognized and introduced as Bylaw 640 to receive First and Second Reading.
Referrals to external agencies have been completed and reviewed by the OCP review advisory
committee, and amendments to the OCP were made. In all, the referrals resulted in positive
feedback.
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Review Process
The West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Review Committee (Advisory Committee) was
initially established in April of 2008. An initial Public Meeting was held in September of that year
to announce the review of the OCP and to gauge the overall public interest for the area.
Starting in the late fall of 2008 through to 2009 the Neighbourhood Land Use component of the
OCP was drafted. This section is the primary basis of the OCP that determines densities and
land use recommendations for the OCP area.
A successful Open House Meeting was held at Langdale Elementary School in November 2009
to introduce the Neighbourhood Land Use chapters and consult with the public on a one to one
basis. Following this meeting, during the public feedback period, 59 questionnaire responses
were received to the surveys that were drafted to reflect the individual neighbourhoods of the
OCP area.
Throughout the spring and summer of 2010, the additional chapters of the OCP, such as
Development Permit Areas, Energy & Emissions and Agriculture chapters were drafted.
The Advisory Committee took a break over the summer period and then re-convened in
October to plan the most recent Public Meeting held in November of 2010.
The November 2010 meeting was well attended and a number of issues were discussed. A
survey, focused on the complete draft of the OCP was created and distributed at the meeting,
and later posted on the SCRD web page. The survey garnered 62 responses and as well
numerous emails and letters were received. There were many comments and suggestions
received that have been applied as changes to the draft. While the results were not unanimous,
overall the feedback from the survey and the letters received indicate that the OCP is on the
right track and generally supported by the community.
In the spring of 2011 the OCP was referred to the West Howe Sound Advisory Planning
Commission, the Agricultural Advisory Committee and external referral agencies.
The following agencies received referrals:
Town of Gibsons
Vancouver Coastal Health Authority
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
Agricultural Land Commission
Islands Trust

School District 46
Hopkins Landing Improvement District
Squamish Nation
Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Amendments were made to the draft a result of the referrals (as discussed below); however the
OCP was generally supported and the amendments were not significant policy changes.
A public open house was held on June 29th at Eric Cardinall Hall, where copies of the OCP were
available for the public pick up and review over the summer. Planning staff, review committee
members and the Area Director were on hand to answer questions and receive feedback.
Overall there appears to be a level of support in moving forward toward a public hearing.
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Content of OCP
The Official Community Plan is divided into the following chapters:
11. Development Permit Areas
12. Interpretation, Implementation &
Definitions
Map Schedules:
Map 1 – Land Use
Map 2 – Development Permit Areas
Map 3 – Road Network
Map 4 – Services
Map 5 – Plan Area

1. Introduction
2. Plan Purpose, Vision & Goals
3. Neighbourhood Land Use
4. Agriculture
5. Rural Residential
6. Affordable Housing
7. Infrastructure
8. Transportation
9. Parks & Recreation
10. Energy & Emissions

Many of these of these chapters can be found within the existing OCP (Bylaw 304) while some
chapters such as the Neighbourhood Land Use and Energy & Emissions are new additions.
The chapters that are in the current OCP have all been updated to reflect the current values,
goals and legislation, with a vision for the future 10-15 years. The proposed West Howe Sound
OCP contains a number of significant new or amended policies and chapters as follows:
Introduces a vision statement;
Establishes new goals for the OCP
area;
Highlights the unique qualities of the
neighbourhood areas;
Introduces explicit development
node and settlement boundary
concepts;
Proposes village centre concept in
Langdale;
Strengthens the position of ALR
preservation;
Introduces provisions for
consideration of affordable housing;

Updates policies on sewage
disposal;
Introduces water conservation
policies, support pedestrian and
bicycle routes;
Introduces targets, actions and
policies for GHG emissions based
on recommendations from the
Community Energy and Emissions
Plan; and
Introduces additional development
permit areas for shoreline protection,
aquifer and watershed protection,
residential/agricultural buffering and
industrial form and character.

OCP Review Committee
In the past three years the Advisory Committee has met 38 times and participated in three public
meetings. The review committee represents the broad cross section of the West Howe Sound
area and has worked through many difficult issues over the course of the review period.
Committee involvement has helped shaped the document as a whole including many specific
objectives and policies.
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The Advisory Committee met in January of this year to receive the survey responses and the
public email and letter correspondence. A summary of recommended changes was presented
to the committee and discussion ensued on the detail of the proposed changes. While there
was agreement on many of the issues, some issues such as the inclusion of tree cutting
restrictions in development permit areas and the future location of a Langdale to Port Mellon
Highway bypass remain unresolved. In these cases, staff developed policies that balanced the
different perspectives for inclusion in the draft OCP.
At its January meeting of this year the Advisory Committee recommended that the draft be sent
out for referral and that the group would re-convene after the referral process.
The Advisory Committee reconvened in May of this year after the referral comments were
received. Changes to the draft were recommended and it was further recommended to proceed
to an additional public open house.

Advisory Planning Commission
The OCP was placed on the agenda of the recent March 2011 West Howe Sound APC meeting.
The Planner attended this meeting to discuss the draft with the APC members. There was
some concern noted about the inclusion of tree cutting restrictions in the broadly applicable
aquifer and watershed protection development permit area. This item will be discussed further
at the next Advisory Committee meeting. There was discussion on other items such as the
future Langdale to Port Mellon Highway bypass, Williamsons Landing foreshore and the
Langdale neighbourhood land-use policies. Having said this, the West Howe Sound APC
expressed support with moving ahead with the draft OCP toward first reading.

Agricultural Advisory Committee
The AAC recommended excluding the policy from the Agriculture chapter, which supported
creative on-site clustered density within the ALR.

External Referrals
As mentioned above referral agencies were generally supportive of the OCP and offered some
suggestions for change, which have been considered by the Planner and the OCP review
committee. A summary of the referral comments is noted below:
Town of Gibsons - The Planner attended the Town of Gibsons Council meeting to present the
OCP. Gibsons Council recommended consideration of a streamside farm practice bylaw,
continuous foreshore walkway, map identification of the former landfill site and further staff to
staff discussion about properties located within the Municipal boundary that are located on the
Grantham’s Landing side of Gibson Creek.
Vancouver Coastal Health Authority -The Vancouver Coastal Health Authority wrote a detailed
letter indicating support in some areas and recommendation of changes in others. The primary
considerations for changes to the draft included amending the wording in the Infrastructure &
Langdale Sections to strongly emphasize the need for comprehensive waste water planning for
the future. The other request was to consider an allowance for the Class D & E animal
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slaughter provisions within the rural areas. The review committee agrees that is a zoning issue
to be dealt with in the future.
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure – The Ministry of Infrastructure provided some
insight into the potential location of the Langdale to Port Mellon highway bypass and requested
that they be consulted during future development consideration.
Agricultural Land Commission – The Agricultural Land Commission noted a couple of mapping
errors where ALR lands were inadvertently noted as Rural Residential B. The land commission
also reminded the SCRD that Shirley Macey Park is to be used for a playing field and
demonstration farm pursuant to the original non-farm use approval.
School District 46 - The School District expressly supported the document, in particular
supported policies that focus on affordable housing for families and community use of Langdale
Elementary School.
Islands Trust – The Islands Trust supports the document and does not have any recommended
changes.
Hopkins Land Improvement District – The Hopkins Landing Improvement District supports the
document and does not have any recommended changes.
Squamish Nation – The Squamish Nation did not respond to the referral and will be reminded in
advance of the public hearing that the a referral was not received.

Next Steps
At this time the logical next step is to turn the OCP draft into a bylaw and recommend that the
SCRD Board give First Reading. First reading of the Bylaw activates the final consideration
process which will enable the Bylaw to proceed toward public hearing.
Initial reading does not imply that the OCP will be adopted and there remains ample opportunity
for fine tuning throughout the summer. First Reading does however indicate that there is a solid
foundation in place to move forward toward the end goal of adoption of the new OCP. It is
recommended that Bylaw 640 be referred to the Planning and Development Committee in
September for consideration of next steps; including second reading and the scheduling of a
public hearing.

Summary
The OCP has been drafted with significant contribution from the Advisory Committee and
members of the public at open public meetings. While not every suggestion or piece of
submitted correspondence can be acted upon given the range of viewpoints on some topics, the
feedback from the Advisory Committee and community at large has very much helped shape
the draft OCP document as it stands today.
In 2008, the OCP review process commenced with the goal of establishing a new West Howe
Sound OCP with the intention of adopting the Smart Growth principles and extensive
consultation with the community. At this point of the review process, it is timely to refer the
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document to external referral agencies for their comments. It is recommended that the OCP be
forwarded to the SCRD Board for First Reading to begin this next step toward completion.

______________
Andrew Allen
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West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 640
A bylaw to adopt an Official Community Plan for the West Howe Sound Plan
Area within Electoral Area F.

WHEREAS Section 876 of the Local Government Act provides that the Sunshine Coast
Regional District may, by bylaw, adopt an official community plan;
AND WHEREAS The Board of the Sunshine Coast Regional District deems it necessary
to adopt an official community plan in order to ensure orderly development of the West
Howe Sound community;
NOW THEREFORE, the Board of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, in open
meeting, enacts as follows:
1.

TITLE
This bylaw may be cited as the "West Howe Sound Official Community Plan
Bylaw No. 640, 2011".

2.

APPLICATION
This bylaw is applicable to all land within the boundaries of the West Howe
Sound Plan Area as shown on Maps 1-5 within Appendix “A” attached to and
forming part of this bylaw.

3.

ORGANIZATION
The West Howe Sound Official Community Plan, contained within Appendix “A”
attached to and forming part of this bylaw, is comprised of:

11. Development Permit Areas
12. Interpretation, Implementation &
Definitions

1. Introduction
2. Plan Purpose, Vision & Goals
3. Neighbourhood Chapters
4. Agriculture
5. Rural Residential
6. Affordable Housing
7. Infrastructure
8. Transportation
9. Parks & Recreation
10. Energy & Emissions

Map Schedules:
Map 1 – Land Use
Map 2 – Development Permit Areas
Map 3 – Road Network
Map 4 – Services
Map 5 – Plan Area
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4.

SEVERABILITY
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this bylaw is held to be
invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, that section, subsection, sentence,
clause or phrase, as the case may be, shall be severed and the validity of the
remaining portions of the bylaw shall not be affected.

5.

REPEAL

“West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 304, 1987” is hereby repealed.

6.

ADOPTION

READ A FIRST TIME this

DAY OF July,

2011.

READ A SECOND TIME this

DAY& MONTH

2011.

CONSIDERED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
FINANCIAL PLAN AND ANY APPLICABLE WASTE
MANAGEMENT PLANS AND THE 10-YEAR WATER
PLAN PURSUANT TO SECTION 882 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT
this

DAY & MONTH

2011.

PUBLIC HEARING held this

DAY & MOTNH

2011.

READ A THIRD TIME this

DAY & MONTH

2011.

ADOPTED this

DAY & MONTH

2011.

_____________________
Chair

_____________________
Corporate Officer
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

July 13th, 2011

TO:

Community Services Committee – July 21st, 2011

FROM:

Julie Clark, Sustainability Education and Outreach Coordinator and Dion Whyte,
Manager of Sustainable Services

RE:

Working for a Living Wage

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the report entitled "Working for a Living Wage" be received for information;

BACKGROUND
During the development of the draft Regional Sustainability Plan (We Envision – One Coast:
Together In Nature, Culture and Community), the planning team raised questions concerning the
Living Wage for residents of the Sunshine Coast. As part of the “Addressing Poverty” strategic
direction, the draft plan identifies as a target the need to increase the number of full-time, living
wage jobs on the Sunshine Coast by 2020. Calculating a living wage for the local community is
identified as a proposed first step. This report presents the living wage calculations for the
Sunshine Coast based on standard formulas developed by the Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives (CCPA).

DISCUSSION
What is a Living Wage:
“A living wage is based on the principle that full-time work should provide families with a basic level
of economic security, not keep them in poverty. The amount needed for a family of four with two
parents working full-time to pay for necessities, support the healthy development of their children,
escape financial stress and participate in their communities. For Metro Vancouver, the living wage
in 2011 is $18.81. For Metro Victoria, the living wage in 2011 is $18.03” 1
Details about these calculations are found below, however it is important to note that the living
wage is based on the assumption of a two-parent, 2 child family, with both parents working full time
at 35 hours per week.

1

CCPA, May 2010, Working for a Living Wage: Making Paid Work Meet Basic Family Needs in Metro
Vancouver.” Found at http://www.policyalternatives.ca/livingwage2010
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Why Calculate the Living Wage for the Sunshine Coast?
Increasingly, organizations on the Sunshine Coast who provide services to our residents are citing
a growing gap between high and low income earners – and an increasing need to provide services
for those in the lowest income brackets.2
Also – groups such as the Sunshine Coast Community Foundation and VOICE on the Coast are
reminding us that the Sunshine Coast is experiencing a critical deficit in young adults between the
ages of 25 and 44. Jobs and income are one of the critical factors that determine whether young
adults and young families make their home here. Calculating the living wage is one way of
facilitating an understanding of what it takes to live on the Sunshine Coast – and what employers
and local governments’ roles could be in supporting a shift away from these current trends.
The recently released “We Envision” plan articulates the need for increased living wage jobs on the
Sunshine Coast, via increased commitment from employers for living wage terms. Step one in
working towards this goal is to know what our living wage is.
For background information on the living wage please see the attached document from the CCPA
titled: “Working for a Living Wage: Making Paid Work Meet Basic Family Needs in Metro
Vancouver, 2011 Update. It can also be found here:
http://www.policyalternatives.ca/livingwage2011
The CCPA has led the work on generating a Living Wage Calculation tool for communities to use in
determining their living wage. A calculation for the Sunshine Coast has recently been completed.
The living wage for the Sunshine Coast (i.e. Sunshine Coast Regional District area) is:
$18.80. This calculation is based on the assumption of a 2-parent, 2-child family, meaning that both
parents are working full time, each earning a minimum of $18.80 per hour to cover the basic
necessities of living on the Sunshine Coast. CCPA also supports calculation of a single parent,
single child family, however the single parent/child scenario is not addressed in this report.
Notes and assumptions regarding the calculation of the Sunshine Coast Living Wage.
1. Assumptions
A family of two parents with two children aged four and seven.
(In BC, 85 percent of families are headed by couples, and 62 per cent have two or more
children. And while the poverty rate is particularly high for single parent households, 67 per cent
of poor children live in two-parent families.)
•
•
•

Both parents working full-time, at 35 hours per week. (Full-time employment for both
parents is the norm for families with children in BC.)
Estimated family expenses in 10 categories (see box on page 3).
The cost of government deductions (provincial and federal taxes, Employment
Insurance premiums and Canada Pension Plan contributions).

Thomson, M. 2010. Homelessness and risk on the Sunshine Coast –a Needs and Strengths Assessment.
http://www.scrd.ca/ResourceRegional
2
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The value of government transfers like the Canada Child Tax Benefit (more on this
below).
Employers providing minimal paid vacation and sick time”3

2. Monthly Costs
Notes
Food
Clothing
and
Footwear
Shelter

Transportat
ion
Other
Child Care

Non-MSP
Health
Expenditur
es
MSP
Contingenc

Based on the Dietitians of Canada 2009 estimates for a nutritious
diet for a family of four, adjusted for inflation. Our region is the
Vancouver Coastal Health Authority calculation.4
Based on Statistics Canada’s calculations for the Market Basket
Measure for BC communities under 30,000.
Shelter costs are composed of four numbers. The first is rent for
a 3-bedroom. This number was calculated based on a survey of
classified ads between the end of January and the end of March
(8 weeks). It should be noted that this survey excluded high-end
rentals (i.e. luxury or holiday homes) from the survey calculation,
and therefore represents a realistic average of rental family
housing on the Sunshine Coast. Also included is a calculation of
utility costs from the Dietitians of Canada 2007 report (not 2009
as it wasn’t calculated as a separate number), adjusted for
inflation. Phone bill and contents insurance estimates provided
by CCPA calculation.
Calculation based on the operation of a vehicle and the cost of a
bus pass annually. Based on Statistics Canada’s 2008 MBM
calculations for operating a vehicle in a BC community under
30,000. Bus pass cost provided by the SCRD.
Statistics Canada’s MBM calculates the Other expense at 74.9%
of combined expense for food and clothing/footwear
Based on Sunshine Coast Child Care Referral Centre’s fee
survey. $800/month for full-time child care for the 4-year old;
after-school care ($14/day) and 6 weeks of summer care
($150/week) for the 7-year old.
Based on estimates for Pacific Blue Cross extended health
insurance. Does not include costs only partly covered by
insurance.
Provincial health care premiums.
Provides a cushion for unforeseen events. Based on 2 weeks

3

Monthly
Costs
$797.10

$185.08

$1366.16

$445.79

$735.65
$1108.33

$133.00

$121.00
$219.33

Quote from the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives 2011 report, which can be found at:
http://www.policyalternatives.ca/sites/default/files/uploads/publications/BC%20Office/2011/03/CCPABC_Livin
g_Wage_Update_2011_web.pdf
4
This is a large area - concerns or questions may arise as a result of communities like Bella Coola being
included in this region’s analysis. This concern is valid to an extent, but the survey is weighted by population,
so the vast majority would be in the lower Mainland. The Sunshine Coast would come in at the top of the
range by virtue of being a ferry community.
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y Fund
pay for both parents annually.
Parent
Allows two college courses per year for one parent, to upgrade
Education
skills. Based on Capilano course and book fees.
Not covered (from CCPA 2011 report):
“This living wage calculation does not cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$88.66

Credit card, loan, or other debt/interest payments;
Savings for retirement;
Owning a home;
Savings for children’s future education;
Anything beyond minimal recreation, entertainment, or holiday costs;
Costs of caring for a disabled, seriously ill, or elderly family member;
Much of a cushion for emergencies or tough times”

3. Comparative Costs for 2-parent, 2-child family in BC

Costs
Food
Clothing and
Footwear

Metro
% of Total Sunshine % of Total Metro
% of Total
Vancouver Expenses Coast
Expenses Victoria
Expenses
$768.00
14.7%
$797.10
15.3%
$744.19
14.7%
$185.08

3.5%

$185.08

3.6%

$185.08

3.7%

Shelter
Transportation
Other

$1,360.00
$496.00
$714.00

26.0%
9.5%
13.7%

$1,366.16
$445.79
$735.65

26.3%
8.6%
14.1%

$1,370.77
$425.96
$696.02

27.1%
8.4%
13.8%

Child Care
Non-MSP Health
Expenses
MSP
2 weeks pay
Parent
Education

$1,136.00

21.8%

$1,108.33

21.3%

$1,075.00

21.3%

$133.00
$121.00
$219.45

2.5%
2.3%
4.2%

$133.00
$121.00
$219.33

2.6%
2.3%
4.2%

$133.00
$121.00
$210.82

2.6%
2.4%
4.2%

$89.00

1.7%

$88.66

1.7%

$87.50

1.7%

Total

$5,221.08

100.0%

$5,200.10

100.0%

$5,049.33

100.0%

Some explanation:
•

•

•

The food costs in Vancouver Coastal Health region are the highest in the province;
Vancouver is lower because it is an average of the Fraser Valley food costs and VCH food
costs, weighted by population.
Shelter costs are higher because there is less available rental; the calculation for Vancouver
rental covers the region; while there are higher costs in Vancouver proper, rental costs
reduce significantly the further from the downtown core a family moves.
Transportation costs are slightly higher than Victoria due to the subsidized bus pass
included in the cost of parent education.
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4. Comparison of Income to Living Wage in SC and Victoria
Sunshine
Coast
Income Available from
Employment with a Living
Wage
Median income (Census
2006)
How much higher is the
living wage than the 2005
median income?

Metro Victoria

$68,432.00

$65,774.80

$61,072.00

$55,591.00

12.1%

18.3%
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